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Organizations go to all lengths for fund raising 
This time of year is known to 
college basketball fans as March 
Madness, bill Bowling Green 
students know it to be Marathon 
Madness. This is the second in 
what will be a week-long series 
of stories pertaining to Dance 
Marathon. Today's story is 
about the various fund raisers 
for Dance Marathon. Tomorrow 
focuses on how Dance 
Marathon has evolved since it 
first began. The rest of the week- 
will include a profile on a fami- 
ly, and how the dancers prepare 
for the event. 
CRAIG GIFFORD 
STAFF WKITT-.R 
From pizza parties to raffles to 
getting a pie thrown in one's lace. 
Dance Marathon fund-raisers will 
stop at no cost for the kids. 
Each organization involved with 
Dance Marathon has held fund-rais- 
ing activities to raise money for the 
child they are sponsoring. 
One organization that has spon- 
sored several fund-raisers is the 
Kappa Alpha Order. 
According to Chris Decker, a 
dance group representative for 
Kappa Alpha Order, his fraternity 
has done things such as allowing its 
membcis to dress down at chapter 
meetings for $3. which went toward 
its family. 
Kappa Alpha also did another 
fund-raiser, which they called the 
Kappa Alpha Meat Market. 
"We auctioned off our gentlemen 
to the highest bidder for tasks such 
as cleaning a room or doing home- 
work." Decker said. 
Residence halls have also gotten 
into the Dance Marathon fund-rais 
ing act. 
Dunhar. which i- a par! 
of the Ilarshman quad, n    f CI 
has    done    severa 
fund-raisers such as 
offering     pizzas 
from   Domino's. 
for   $4   on   St 
Patrick's Da) 
It also did a 
coin    war.    in 
which   the  HA 
with  the most 
amount of dol- 
lar   bills   in  his 
milk canon  -A.is 
to   have   a   pie 
thrown in Ins lace 
"One of the RAs 
brought in S17 dollars 
alone,"    said    Jonathan 
Goldsmith, DOR for Dunbai 
One group that has been bus) 
doing     fundraisers     lor     Dance 
Marathon is the special projects 
committee for Dance Marathon. 
According to Missy Licause, spe- 
cial promotions chair, the commit- 
tee's responsibilit)  was not 
to raise money for the 
I"   L, kids, but I.ii the eveni 
ilselt 
This   commit- 
tee     has     been 
sponsoring 
cial      events 
throughout the 
course of the 
semester   and 
will continue 
doing   so   up 
until  the start 
of        Dance 
Marathon. 
Some ol 
these events ha> e 
included    the    5K 
run and walk, special 
promotion T shirts .\\\^ 
Pap,i    John's    Thursday 
nights 
According to Licause, the com 
mittee's promotions have been suc- 
cessful 
"It's gone very well this year," 
she said. "I've been very pleased 
with people coming oul they've 
been ver) receptive " 
The group will he sponsoring a 
spaghetti dinner in the Cow Room at 
NU Donald, tin. I riday al 4 p.m. 
" I his is kind of a tradition." 
Licause -aid "We always do this the 
I rida) before Dance Marathon We 
had over 800 people lasl year and 
hope in get nisi .is man> this yeai 
Each organization feels good that 
the) have been able to raise money 
tor the children being sponsoi 
"It's absolute!) worth it. Alter it's 
all over, and when I get older. I'll he 
able to realize all I really did." 
Licause said 
"This help- us view the big pic 
tine." Deckei said "There's families 
who have children with terminal ill 
nesses and n helps us notice the lit- 
tle people. 
Women's History Month 
Nancy Iieberman-Cline 
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News 
SUCCESS — (top) Nancy Lieberman-Cline, Women's Basketball Hall of Fame inductee and former 
player on the U.S.A. Women's Olympic Basketball Team, spoke at the University yesterday about 
the challenges of being a female athlete. (Left) The women's basketball team listens to Lieberman- 
Cline tell them that her mom once said that women shouldn't be athletes. She urged the women 
to not let others hold them back from achieving their dreams. 
SRC air conditioning proposal accepted 
STEFANIESIZEMORE 
Si MI WKITFR 
This sumniei the Student Recre- 
ation Center will he starting the 
installation of an estimated S2 4 mil- 
lion air conditioning system that will 
be ready for the summer of 2001. 
According to Scott Levin, direc- 
tor of the SRC. the idea of adding air 
conditioning to the SRC started long 
ago. 
"In June 1996 we hired a consul 
tant to do a feasibility study." he 
said. "We needed to determine if it 
would be possible to install an air 
conditioning system and how much 
it would cost." 
The consultant told the SRC (hat 
it would be feasible, and in June 
1999 the same company returned to 
do an updated studs 
Once again [he) found it would 
be feasible 
Alter the second study was con- 
ducted the SRC submitted the an 
conditioning plan to lid Whipplc. 
vice president ^\' student affairs. 
Whipplc (hen look the plan to the 
board ol trustees who approved the 
engineering portion of the plan this 
past October. 
"We had the engineering of the 
plan approved in October and the 
entire project was officially 
approved this month at the Firelands 
Board of Trustees meeting." Levin 
said. 
The engineering  portion of the 
project, which entails all the draw 
ings and plans, began last October 
and the actual work will begin soon. 
'The labor portion of the project 
will begin this summer." Levin said. 
"We are hoping to have minimal dis- 
turbance at the rec throughout the 
entire project." 
Besides the work done at the 
actual SRC. a building to house all 
the major components of the system 
will be built between the SRC and 
the pond. 
Levin said the SRC decided to 
add an air conditioning system 
because of the increase in activity 
during the warm months, coupled 
with the extreme heat experienced in 
recent summers 
"We finally decided to do tins 
because the rec is being used more 
and moie by the community and sin 
dents during the summer," I said 
"In the past tew years we have also 
had several days of extreme!;, dan 
gerous heat." 
Levin said the addition of an an 
conditioning system should make 
the SRC a lot more enjoyable in the 
summer. 
"With  this addition,  the  tec   is 
going to he a comfortable enjoyable 
place for everyone to enjov  at all 
times ol the year," he said 
Elisa llalon. a freshman recre- 
ation and tourism, and human move 
ment major, uses the SR(' even da) 
and thinks that an an conditioning 
system is a good idea. 
"It does get hot in the rec, hut not 
unbearable." she said "1 think it's a 
good idea, but as long as the) don'l 
make tile rec freezing cold " 
llalon thinks the SRC also needs 
to work tin ventilation. 
"The air is too dry and I think 
thev should work on that too." 6he 
said. 
BEN FRENCH/ The BG News 
WORKING OUT — Students will be able to stay cool while work- 
ing out at the SRC when air conditioning is installed this sum- 
mer. An increase in SRC use led to the need for an air condi- 
tioning unit. 
Accreditation inspires confidence in U. Health Center 
BKHISHOLMAKKR 
Si ui WKrn-K 
The University of Toledo doesn't 
have it Nor does any college from 
Findlay. Kent. Akron. Cleveland or 
Cincinnati 
This lime, the University is a step 
ahead. 
One of two college health ser 
vices in the slate of Ohio to be 
accredited, the Student Health Ser- 
v ice has received a new certificate of 
accreditation from the Accreditation 
Association for Ambulatory Health 
(arc Inc. The only other accredited 
health service i- at the Ohio State 
Universit) 
SHS received their first thrcc- 
ve.u accreditation from AAAHC in 
199b. The new accreditation is also 
for three years 
"Everyone on stall is extremely 
proud of this accreditation." said 
Josh Kaplan, medical director ol* 
SHS. "And. it also benefits the stu- 
dents. It gives them a peace of mind 
about the quality of out health care 
services 
Several students, who were ran- 
domly polled outside of SHS. said 
that they felt national accreditation 
was  important   and  impressive  for 
the University. 
Despite its value by the Universi- 
ty and students, the accreditation is a 
completely   voluntary   process   lor 
each school to undertake 
T think that only California 
requires all state schools to do it," 
Kaplan said. "For everyone else, its 
on a volunteer basis." 
Kaplan said he thinks that many 
schools don't participate for two rc.i 
sons 
"First, ii takes a lot of time to 
complete," he said "Another reason 
thai most institutions don't partici- 
pate is that is lakes several thousand 
dollars to do it." 
Kaplan said there are several rea- 
sons why Bowling Green decided to 
participate in the AAAIIC accredita- 
tion, benefiting both SI is and the 
students. 
"In doing the accreditation, we've 
gotten hcttci a- a result,' Kaplan 
said. "We went through this process 
and we found problems, mainly 
small things, that needed lived I he 
quality ol" care that we provide also 
improves as a icsult." 
Anothei adv.uil.ige Ol the an red 
nation concerns the Staff. 
It's a way to diKumcni thai we re 
a. VO,H\ .IS we like to think we arc. 
Kaplan said 
Lastly, the AAAHI' program pro- 
vides students with certain advan- 
tages 
"The accreditation provides sin 
dents with a sense of security in 
knowing th.it we are a good health 
service. Kaplan said. It inspires 
confidence." 
The AAAHC is a private non 
government, not-for-profll organiza 
tion that receives piotession.il guid- 
ance and financial support Irom dif- 
fereni medical organizations, includ- 
ing the American College Health 
Association and the National Asso 
ciation of Community Health (en 
tcrs. 
The organization conducts its 
accreditation program on a national 
basis To date, more than 800 ambu- 
latory health care organizations aie 
.lited. including special!) 
group practices, surgery .enters and 
college health sci\ins 
T 
I 
Becoming accredited is a rigor- 
ous process," Kaplan said "Initially, 
we submit answers to a survey that 
asks a lot ol questions about policies 
and procedures The) review it and 
dec ide it we are a potentially accred- 
ilable health set v u c 
Eventually, a surveyoi is sem to 
the  health  center.  The  surveyoi 
examines the facilities, looks ovei 
the policy and procedure books and 
talks to the staff 
"The surveyor was here this time 
about a day and a half." Kaplan said. 
He was ver) much impressed with 
our facility 
After the surveyoi leaves, he sub- 
mits a report regarding the accred- 
itability of the institute The final 
decision rests m the hands of a com- 
mittee, who makes the decision as to 
wherhcr the health service receives 
accreditation or not 
Tampered 
signs infuriate 
candidates 
"Do not do anything 
to slander someone 
else. If we have to, we 
will call elections off, 
and we won't have 
campaigning, we'll 
just vote." 
Kelly Madger 
Speaker 
SARA GRAZIANO 
snu Wnn-.K 
Some ol the candidates for 
Undergraduate Student Oovernment 
presideAt are reporting damage 
being done to their siuns 
One o!   the signs  lor  the  Greg 
l/Nick   (iresko   presidential 
ticket was toiind at an oil-campus 
location hearing the message "F*** 
the (iieeks " 
Amend and Oresko are members 
ol (ireek organizations. They were 
ottended by the message. 
"This is very unacceptable for a 
University that tries to be diverse." 
(iiesko said. "I will not put up with 
this at all It's very unacceptable that 
we have to take down our own sign 
because somebody made it look like 
we hale (ireeks ' 
Amend agreed the sign with graf- 
fiti on rl was unfortunate and dis- 
turbing 
"As a member of USU. I am dis- 
heartened." Amend said. "When 
negative campaigning starts, the 
organization as a whole sutlers I'm 
not going to stand lor it." 
Ashley Flder. a USG presidential 
candidate, said he had also been 
having   trouble  with  his campaign 
signs 
Elder s campaign posted a large 
sign on a sheet in the Union Oval. 
The sign was found cut into pieces. 
"It was pretty shredded, and this 
wasn't caused by the weather." 
Flder said. "All I ask is civility. If 
someone has a grudge against me. 
thev should |ust come talk to me." 
flder added that one of the radio 
stations has been attempting to post 
its livers over lop of Elder's signs 
(hit Sweinhagen, USG presiden- 
tial candidate, -aid he had not expe 
rienced any problems with his cam- 
paign signs Sweinhagen s.ud a lew 
ol hi. signs had been laken down, 
but no graffiti or slashing has 
occurred 
Rebecca Nieio. USG vice presi 
dential candidate, said the Marcos 
Popovich/Nieto campaign had also 
not experienced -^\ problems other 
than missing signs 
I "si Is Flections and Opinions 
Board   has   the   responsibilit)   to 
investigate all incidents of negative* 
campaigning. 
At yesterday night's USG meet- 
ing, the members of the FOB talked 
io candidates about what action 
would be taken regarding the inci- 
dents with the -igns 
Kelly Madger. USG speaker and 
member of the FOB. warned candi- 
dates of the consequences ol nega- 
ioe campaigning. 
"Do noi do anything to slandei 
someone else." Madger said '"If we 
have to. we will call elections oil. 
and we won't have campaigning. 
we'll |ii.I vole " 
Lindse) Nicwierski is also a 
member ol ISO's FOB. 
"Don't slash the banners, that's 
stupid." Nicwierski said. "It's imma- 
ture aii.1 il sickens me It" we find out 
the person who did this is one of the 
candidates, vou're out of the elec- 
tion."' 
SPORTS ■ 
4 
■ Michael Redd choos- 
es between senior 
season   in   college   or 
NBA draft. 
» 
■ 
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Death toll in mass suicide reaches 500 
Cult members ate roast bull, drank soda before telling friends goodbye 
The World 
In Brief 
Suspect      cleared       of 
charges 
IAR KS SALAAM. Tanzania 
tAI')   —   Tanzania   has   dropped 
ges against an Egyptian indicted 
i , connection with the August 1998 
bombing of the U.S. embassy here 
in which   11 people were killed, a 
>i judicial official said yesler- 
Mustapha       Mahmoud       Said 
icd. who *as one of two people ■ed in the bombing, was deport- 
iftet spending 18 months at the 
. ngl maximum security prison 
.  'm;'  trial. Officials would not 
u lien Ahmed left the country, 
I',   some reports said it was Sunday. 
Taiwan   election   rattles 
si eryone 
lAII'HI. Taiwan (AP) — An ■sition victory in Taiwan's pres- 
Itial election rattled the jittery 
k market yesterday and prompt- 
ed lawmakers and hundreds Ol 
onslraton to demand that idir- 
Presidenl Lee Teng-hui immedi- 
> quit as chairman of the ruling 
nalisl Party. 
Demands for  Lee's  resignation 
alter he promised Sunday to 
'i ,is the party's leader in Sep- 
i inher.   But  that  was  not   soon 
i li loi the protesters, who were 
•iv over the Nationalist  Party's 
to former Taipei Mayor Chen ■ bian- 
i ebels free Russian pilot 
ALKHAZUROVO, Russia (AP) 
A Russian pilot held hostage for 
inths by rebels was freed after 
HI   lorccs  seized   a  Chechen 
n were he was captive, a news 
report said today. 
I.t. Col. Alexander Zhukov was 
ptured last October when his jet 
in down in Chechnya during a 
ission. It was not clear it the plane 
. shot down or crashed because 
.1 technical problem. 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KAMPALA, Uganda — The death loll 
from a church lire in Uganda believed to be a 
mass suicide of parishioners had reached at 
least 500, officials said today as they prepared 
for a mass burial of the charred and disfigured 
bocjies. 
Four days after the fire at the church com- 
pound belonging to the Christian sect Move- 
ment for the Restoration of the Ten Com- 
mandments of God, police said they had 
counted 500 bodies. 
"It may be a total of 600," said police 
spokesman Asumani Mugenyi, adding that 
burial in a mass grave would begin today. 
Earlier reports had put the number of vic- 
tims at between 235 and 470. 
Police said all five leaders of the sect, four 
of them former Roman Catholic priests or lay 
workers, had died in the Friday morning blaze 
just outside Kanungu trading center. 220 miles 
southwest of Kampala. 
Mugenyi identified the leaders as Clcdonia 
Mwerinde. 40. a former prostitute who built 
the group's compound on the farm of her late 
father; Joseph Kibweteere. 68, a former 
Roman Catholic priest in Kabalc diocese north 
of Kanungu; and Dominic Kataribabo, 32. 
Joseph Kasapurari. 39, and John Kamagaia, 
69 — all reported to be former priests 
Mugenyi said the identification of the 
alleged leaders was not based on forensic evi- 
dence but on "comments from local people" 
who told police the five had been inside the 
building — said to have been scaled from the 
inside before the fire began 
Syncretic Christian reli- 
gious sects are mushroom- 
ing across Africa as m.iny 
people become disillu- 
sioned with the inability of 
politicians to improve their 
lives. 
The Kanungu sect has 
branches in several other 
parts of Uganda, and its 
members used only gestures 
to communicate, reportedly 
for fear of breaking com- 
mandments. But they do 
sing and pray aloud. 
In the wake of the disav 
ter. Ugandan President 
Yowcri Museveni today 
warned the nation's reli- 
gious leaders against (hose 
who might endanger the 
lives of the unsuspecting. 
The government 
"believes in the freedom of 
worship. It also has a dui> 
to protect the lives of the 
people of Uganda ... and to 
ensure that Ugandans arc 
nol al Ihe mercy of some 
dangerous and opportunis- 
tic individuals who parade 
themselves 
leaders." a statemc 
Associated Press Phot 
MASS GRAVE—An armed police officer watches prisoners digging a mass grave for the victim: 
»nt from °' Fri<,ay's church fire in Kanungu yesterday. At least 500 people, members of the Christian sec 
the Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments of God, are believed to have com 
mitted mass suicide in a makeshift church. 
ll l r t f r i  i- , ent from "    ..    * .,     ..     _ .-«.-,- _,        .      , U   _, L   ■•      V. 
dence but on "co ents fro  local people" ,he t f r t t ti  t t f , li   
  itt  i i i  i t . 
• See CUIT, page 6. 
Clinton says Bangladesh has "a very big future" 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS age that included food aid. assis Instead. Clinton confined his visit strates "no one should believe that known as East Pakista 
tancc for clean energy projects and to Dhaka and met Joypura villagers poverty is destiny."                                       "Despite many ch( 
DHAKA. Bangladesh   — Presi- incentives to keep children out of there.                                                                Clinton also s.ud he will extend then,   you   have com 
dent Clinton abruptly canceled trav- factories and in school. "I regret that I cannot go lo the his  weeklong overseas tup with a |,u||j  a  n,.:.,n  ,naI 
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el plans yesterday that would have 
taken him by helicopter to a village 
in densely crowded, impoverished 
Bangladesh and instead delivered 
encouragement for a young democ- 
racy and a multimillion dollar aid 
package in the capital city. 
Clinton would not detail the secu- 
rity concerns behind cancellation of 
the village trip. 
But as the first American presi- 
dent to visit the 29-year-old. flood- 
prone nation. Clinton yesterday 
saluted political activity here as 
"vigorous ... and I hope it will be 
peaceful." 
He called Bangladesh, one of the 
world's poorest countries, "a nation 
with a very big future." 
Clinton brought with him a pack- 
tancc for clean energy projects and 
i ti t il r t f 
f t ri   i  l 
His visit occurred under extreme- 
ly tight security. Soldiers with rifles 
stood alongside the Dhaka airport 
runway when Clinton's plane came 
in, and more soldiers lined the route 
into town. 
Just hours before starting the day- 
long trip to Bangladesh, the White 
House canceled a 20-milc side trip 
lo the village of Joypura on the 
advice of the Secret Service. The 
White House cited a "credible" 
threat of danger from Hying over 
dense, unguarded forest and rice 
paddies 
The 90-minute trip to the village 
had been billed as an opportunity lo 
visit a school for girls and a thriving 
"microcredit" lending operation that 
makes small, targeted loans to entre- 
preneurs and small businesses 
to Dhaka nd met Joypura villagers 
t r . 
I
village, and I'm delighted the village 
will come and sec mc." Clinton said. 
later, clapping and snapping 
then fingers, children from the vil- 
lage sang a song in which each one 
named a different country around 
the world, and then each child lead a 
page from the lesson The children 
were colorfully dressed, sitting on 
rugs on brick floor in the U.S. 
Embassy. 
Clinton also talked with women 
who have received the microcredit 
loans thai allowed them to start 
small businesses, lie praised the 
program. Ihe (ii.miccn Bank, noting 
that 94 percent ol ils loans had been 
to women "and 98 percent have 
been repaid." 
He told the villagers their climb 
toward    self-sufficiency    demon- 
ii l i
poverty is destiny." 
ai
In ri
stop in Geneva to meet Syrian Pres- 
ident Hafez Assad on Sunday Clin- 
ton is living to coax ihe Syrians back 
to the peace table with Israel. 
Ihe president began his six-day 
visit to South Asia - a region he has 
called "perhaps the most dangerous 
in the world" — on Sunday in New 
Delhi. India. 
He returns to India alter today's 
visit to Bangladesh and will spend 
most of the rest of the week there, 
stopping briefly in Pakistan on his 
was mil ol (he region. 
It was (he first usii of an Ameri- 
can president to the predominantly 
Muslim country since it was created 
in   1971.  Because  ol   a  (old   Wai 
alignment with Pakistan, the United 
States originally opposed the cre- 
ation   of   Bangladesh,   formerly 
n. 
"Despite many challenges since i 
(hen. you have co e together U j 
build a nation that has won the j 
respect of the world." Clinton said 
He noted that country's turbulem 
history, including the assassinalioi 
of ils first president. Sheikh Mujihui 
Rahman, the current prime  minis 
icr's father. 
Some of (hose Bangladesh has 
accused of (he slaying are in (hi i 
United States. 
Clinton's   aid  package   includes 
$50  million  over four years  foi 
Bangladesh. India and Nepal to pro 
mote  elean-encrgy  projects;  $97 
million   in   food   assistance   for 
Bangladesh; $6 million for protcc-j 
lion  of Bangladesh's rain  forests;j 
and $14 million lo help Bangladesh I 
"keep children out of factories and j 
enrolled in school." 
;:=:X>ft<><XX>CP<X>0<>.><XXX^^ 
Jay Smith M.D. 
General Medicine & Pain Management 
Accepting New Patients 
Immediate Appointments Available 
3546166 
LEASING FOR FALL 2000 
• E. Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
All units include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
dishwashers, garbage disposal. 
$675 Month plus electirc (4 person) 
$625 Month plus electric (3 person) 
For a limited time 
$300 Deposit! 
<^s 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
Hurry In Today! 
224 E. Wooster 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000 
524 E.WOOSTER 352-0717 
GKEIN-MA*. INC. 
• 3 bedroom/2 baths 
• Furnished 
• Close lo campus 
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace 
...Get Them While They Last! 
Checkout our Website for a complete 
listing of all our properties. 
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental 
SUMMER RENTALS 
517 E. REED - AT THURSTIN - One bedroom furnished 
Air Conditioned.  S575.000 for the summer, $200.00 
deposit. Available May 20, 2000 to Aug. 12, 2000. 
723 THIRD - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned. 
$525,000 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. 
Available May 20, 2000 to     Aug. 12, 2000. 
810 FOURTH - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned. 
$575.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available 
May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000. 
839 SEVENTH - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned. 
$550.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available 
May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000. 
701 FOURTH - Two bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned. 
$650.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available 
May 13, 2000 to August 12, 2000. 
649 SIXTH - Two bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned. 
$650.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. 
Available May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000. 
505 CLOUGH - Campus Manor. One bedroom furnished. 
Air Conditioned. $650.00 for the summer, $200.00 
deposit. Available May 13, 2000 to August 12, 
2000. 
Call JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Rental Office 354-2260 
For Your Convenience We Are Located At 
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell 
\ 
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MICHAEL 
MOORE 
"Election" was one of my 
favorite films last year ("Three 
Kings" was the best), a brilliant 
satire of how the democratic process 
seems to be run by opportunistic 
morons — and it all starts with those 
ridiculous high school elections. 
Have you been wondering lately 
why you just can't stand to go 
through another presidential election 
year? Well, remember those irritat- 
ing wonks who were always running 
for student government? They're 
still with us — except now they run 
for Congress and President! 
If we had known then that we 
would end up. years later, forced to 
watch with their smarmy dweeb ass 
every night on TV yakking away 
about a bunch of nothing, 1 truly 
believe that even the nonviolent 
ones among us would have beat the 
living crap out of them on the mon- 
key bars. 
That's it. It's our fault! Not 
enough swirlies for the little smirk- 
ing ciphers like George W. Bush, 
Future Business Leaders of America 
like Steve "I'm Blinking Now" 
Forbes, drones and clones like Gore 
and Bradley — we failed to send 
them the correct message in 7th 
grade that if they even THINK of 
running for office again, its wall-to- 
wall t.p. and eggings wherever they 
go. 
In one scene in "Election," an 
unpopular freshman girl — a trou- 
blemaker who is decidedly not a 
future politician — decides to run 
for school president. She is booed 
and hissed until she utters this state- 
men! in the gymnasium full of stu- 
dents at the high school assembly: 
"Who cares about this stupid 
election, anyway? If I win. the first 
thing I'm going to do is abolish stu- 
dent government so we never have 
to attend any more of these stupid 
assemblies!" 
The students roar with approval, 
and, even though the principal 
expels her and crosses her name off 
the ballot, her fellow students reject 
the two "major" candidates and vote 
for her anyway. Although she wins, 
the principal voids her victory. 
OrOOO www miclu*lmooir com 
I http://www.michaelmoore.com 
Sites that make Page 3" laugh 
Lei's sec here... 
.    A site dedicated to combatting ignorance and idiocy through the use of humor and subversion 
Now that's damn funny. 
1 hat is what you'll find if you head to Michael Moore's home page. Moore, and accomplish! 
luthor. filmmaker. TV host and all-around defender of trulh. uses his Website as another mediu 
o bring trulh and activism lo !he people of the world. Here's a sample of whal it contains 
•An up-to-date list of all the people executed by the Texas Departmenl of Criminal lustic 
• letter-writing missions for the fans of Moore's ideals ("Mike's Militia") 
• Michael Moore and Rage Against the Machine shutling down Wall Slreet during the film 
, i>l "Sleep Now in the Fire" 
• Links to Moore's fine, fine body of works 
on. 
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Don't mind 
<$K2*&X 
You see, this island used to be part of the main- 
land. Due to some strange tectonic happenstance, 
it broke off. It's always been part of china. We 
swear. We're just going to re-attach it and act i 
as though nothing happened. TAIWAN Really. 
Now go away. There's nothing more to see here. 
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Art nghta reearvod 
Me 3V21/00 
5 Mrs Eisenhowe' 
6 Trojan War story 
7 Dudley Do 
Rights girl 
8 Sub shop 
9 Flunmox 
10 Be'ore. 
poetically 
11 Fruity dessert 
12 Potni in question 
13 Fall'lower 
21 Take live 
22 Coarse sieve 
26 Ashen 
27 Miguel s money 
28 Space 
?9   Terms ol     " 
30 Nero Wolfe's 
creator 
31 ice-cream 
nolder 
34 Overrun 
35 DC bigwigs 
37 Prayer closer 
38 Short letter 
40 Social insects 
45 Cash drawer 
CROSS 
word 
LOOKING FOR 
ANSWERS IN ALL 
THE WRONG 
PLACES? 
GET SOME HELP 
FROM THE 
ANSWER KEY — 
www, bgnews. com 
48 balance on me 
bnnk 
50 Buffalo coin 
51 Got wind (ot) 
52 Kukla s Ir end 
53 Fun-length 
57 Newts 
58 Like hen s teeth 
59 Involved wflh 
60 Mallard s 
cousin 
61 HoHci 
54 Microsoft's man    63 Play for a fool 
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Until divorce do us part 
Before marriage, a man will lie 
awake thinking about something you 
said; after marriage, he'll fall 
asleep before you finish saying it. 
— Helen Rowland 
I'm sure you've all heard ihe sta- 
tistics; 50 percent of marriages 
today will end in divorce. 
Want to know your chances of 
success? 
Flip a coin. 
So what's the problem? How is it 
possible to "fall out of love?" Are 
some people simply incapable of 
maintaining a committed relation- 
ship? If two people love each other, 
shouldn't that be enough? 
Perhaps the problem is our defin- 
ition of love. Could it be that there's 
more to "love" than feelings of 
affection? How do you know if what 
you feel is "the real thing?" 
First of all, when you think of 
that special someone, what first 
comes to mind? Her hair? His 
laugh? The funny feeling in your 
stomach when you see her? 
Physical attraction is a great 
thing, but if it is the most important 
thing in your relationship, you may 
be in trouble. 
Another warning sign is a tenden- 
cy to become physically intimate 
within a short period of time. You 
may both be convinced that you've 
found a soul mate, but sexual attrac- 
tion can easily lead to an illusion of 
closeness, when you may not really 
know each other very well at all. 
Another thing to be aware of is 
your reaction when you hear another 
person criticize your sweetheart. Do 
you become overly defensive? Do 
"A selfish'love'that 
is only concerned 
with what the other 
person has to offer in 
return is not real 
love. A relationship 
built on selfishness 
will not last." 
you have trouble thinking of your 
partner's faults? 
Sure, it's nattering when he tells 
you that you're perfect in every way. 
but doesn't that make you question 
how well he really knows you? 
Wouldn't you rather know that he 
sees your shortcomings and loves 
you anyway? 
I think all of these things are 
signs that a "love" relationship may 
not be based on love at all. To truly 
love a person, you have to love all of 
them. 
Obviously, there will be things 
about them that you may not like 
(again, if you can't think of any- 
thing, you aren't looking close 
enough), but that's the beauty of 
relationships. 
To love a person is to be willing 
to embrace who they arc at the 
moment, while also encouraging 
them to grow as a person. Real love 
keeps its expectations reasonable 
and attainable With that kind of 
love, you free your sweetheart to be 
herself, to not have to pretend. Also, 
your unconditional love will natural- 
ly encourage her to become a better 
person, as opposed to the nagging 
that weighs her down and makes her 
feel obligated to be something she's 
not. 
Another important element in 
real love is the commitment to the 
best interest of the other person. 
This is a good way to be sure that 
you're really loving the person, 
rather than simply loving the notion 
of being "in love." 
Are you there for your boyfriend 
when he needs you? 
Are you willing to sacrifice for 
him. even when there's nothing in it 
lor you? A selfish "love" that is only 
concerned with what the other per- 
son has to offer in return is not real 
love. A relationship built on selfish- 
ness will not last. 
In the movie "Beaches." there's a 
scene where Bette Midler's charac- 
ter is trying to explain to her mother 
why she has recently left her hus- 
band. She said. "Something just 
died between us. that's all. He used 
to care what happened to me. He 
stopped paying attention to me." 
Her mother replied. "If I was you. 
I wouldn't leave anybody for not 
paying attention to me.    Because 
Republican bends party line 
I am Republican Now. some 
of you may be appalled by this 
admittance, and some of you may 
not know what this means. For 
those of you who arc disgusted 
with my party choice — hear me 
out. For those of you who haven't 
a clue to what a Republican is. pay 
attention — you'd be surprised at 
what you would learn. 
The purpose of this editorial is 
to dispel a select few generaliza- 
tions about my party and to encour- 
age some of those who hastily label 
themselves Democrats to take a 
second look at where they stand. 
I am 20.1 am a female and I am 
pro-choice. I believe in gay rights, 
I think that affirmative action is 
discrimination in and of itself and I 
believe in my Second Amendment 
rights — the right to own a gun and 
use it. I also think that welfare as 
an institution is detrimental to the 
majority of its recipients and I 
think that the American people are 
largely overtaxed. 
While many of my personal val- 
ues are generally those beliefs of 
the Republican Party. I also retain 
values which are greatly "unchar- 
acteristic" of a person in my 
socioeconomic position — in other 
%ords. because 1 am a woman and 
because I am not from a wealthy 
family. 
The values that specifically con- 
trast my political affiliation are 
abortion and affirmative action. 
There is a portion of my party that 
would criticize me for my belief 
that a woman should have the right 
to choose — to freely and indepen- 
dently control the decisions about 
her own body. 
Similarly. I believe in gay 
rights They are individuals who 
should have the rights that corre- 
spond to a partner choice just as 
heterosexuals do. My position 
upon   affirmative   action   —   or 
Guest Columnist 
establishing quotas to create 
"equality" in businesses and 
schools is also uncharacteristic, I 
don't believe that rules and special 
consideration only for certain 
groups of people is fair when oth- 
ers are alienated or looked over. As 
a woman or "minority." many 
would expect me to naturally favor 
a policy which would technically 
help me along. Yet. why do I need 
the government to "assist" me 
when I am perfectly capable in 
using my own talent and hard work 
to show that 1 am more deserving 
than a competitor for a job? 
Now. what the Republican Party 
does believe in — less taxes! Do 
you realize that an average of thir- 
ty-five cents of EVERY dollar you 
make is taken from you in TAXES? 
I realize that a certain portion of 
our tax dollars are needed to keep 
the nation running, but every lime 
35*^ of my paycheck, my hard 
earned money, magically disap- 
pears and I can't help but feel a bit 
frustrated. My party wants to cut 
taxes and give back to the Ameri- 
can people. We want to eliminate 
frivolous spending on programs 
that waste our money. 
The Republican Party is truly 
the party of the workingman — the 
"average Joe" (or Jane) who fights 
just to keep food on the table and 
struggles to pay the bills BENE- 
FITS from supporting the Republi- 
can Party and keeping his or her 
money! 
We are unfairly stereotyped by 
the Democrats as unsupportive of 
the poor and minorities and labeled 
as "Bible-beating Christians" who 
want   to   convert   Ihe   nation   in 
"sniffy" conservatism. Do NOT 
listen to them! 
Republicans honor indepen- 
dence and hard work and believe 
that the diversity and dream of the 
American people is what has made 
us great. I believe that minorities 
who support the Democratic party 
only hurt themselves and should 
refuse to be "told" that they are 
Democrats simply because they are 
a minority. You cannot help a per- 
son achieve success by taking 
away a persons initiative and inde- 
pendence just as you cannot 
strengthen the weak by weakening 
the strong. 
Furthermore, while there is a 
portion of our party that is very 
conservative in religious belief and 
supports laws that correspond, the 
majority of the Republican Party 
believes that your religion and 
lifestyle is your OWN business. 
The focus of our party isn't exclu- 
sion — we believe and support the 
values of the individual. 
A very wise person once told me 
that being a Republican — when 
you get down to the very essence of 
the party — rests upon two main 
ideas. 
Do you want to keep the money 
you earn and do you want the gov- 
ernment to have Jess control over 
your life? If you answered yes to 
those two questions, you are 
Republican! Abraham Lincoln — 
the founder of the Republican 
Party once said: "In all that the 
people can individually do as well 
for themselves, government ought 
not interfere " 
This philosophy applies to abor- 
tion, gay rights, affirmative action, 
gun rights, welfare and taxes — 
name the issue 
Susan M. Wnider is a BG Sews 
guest columnist. She can be con- 
tacted via e-mail at 
i waidn C? bgnct. bgsu. cdu 
sooner or later, you're going to have 
to leave everybody..." 
One doesn't have to look much 
further than the media to see how 
our society's portrayal of "love" has 
been twisted We have movies that 
sweep us away with their romantic 
fantasy, filling our minds with unre- 
alistic images and perhaps subtly 
stirring up discontentment in our 
hearts. 
We have shows like "Divorce 
Court "and "Jerry Springer." 
These shows seek to entertain us 
with their blatant displays of child- 
ish vulgarity. I don't know what's 
worse — that these shows are on 
television, or that so many people 
watch them. Broken relationships 
are made into spectacles, and the 
concept of working through them 
becomes inconceivable 
We entertain the mistaken notion 
that love is something outside of our 
control. Even the phrase, to "fall in 
love," carries a suggestion of some- 
thing that trips us up unexpectedly 
and against our will. If "love" is a 
feeling that sneaks up and clubs us 
over the head, it is easy to avoid 
responsibility and play victim when 
we later fall right back out of it 
Most everyone is looking for the 
kind of love that will last and make 
them happy. That kind of relation- 
ship takes effort, but the benefits 
will far exceed the costs. Real love 
is something that must be built into, 
not fallen into. 
Erin Helppie is a columnist for 
The BG News. She enjoys long 
walks on the beach, sunsets and can- 
tilelight dinners. She can be contact- 
ed at eliclppic@yuhoo.com 
PEOPLE 
on the stre et 
Question: Are. you going to vote in the USG election? 
Why, why not? 
Kloisc Itaby 
Sophomore 
Chemistry/Math 
"Yes. I will proba- 
bly get attacked at 
the Union Oval" 
Jamie Bass 
Sophomore 
Undecided 
"No. I'm just too 
damn lazy." 
Beth Nungesser 
Sophomore 
VCT 
"If I have the 
time. Right now I'm 
not even sure who 
the candidates are." 
Don Delco 
Sophomore 
Print 
Journalism 
"As long as the 
campaign issues 
aren't about golf 
carts." 
Becky Saks 
Junior 
Environmental 
Health 
"Probably not. 
because I don't know 
who's running. 
Punk rock provides politics 
This is just a punk rock song/ 
Written for the people who can 
see something is wrong/ 
Like ants in a colony, we do our 
share/ 
But there are so many other 
f*@t&ing insects out there... 
For some reason, current events 
can effect my musical tastes. I've 
been listening to Bad Religion 
almost non-stop since the South 
Carolina primary. Conversely, the 
politics have added an understand- 
ing to music, specifically Bad Reli- 
gion's "Punk Rock Song." 
My voice will be added to the 
others that have appeared in The 
BG News, and just like them, my 
words won't make a difference. 
The reasons will become clear by 
the end of this rambling. The pri- 
maries this year were a cruel form of 
punishment. They offered us legiti- 
mate hope; hope that they would last 
longer than a month, hope that 
someone other than a well-funded 
stiff would get into the election The 
primaries took that hope and 
destroyed it. 
That is, unless you're a die-hard 
conservative or a Death Wish 
Republican (a term coined by 
columnist Jonathan Alter in 
Newsweek). In that case, you love 
the imminent nomination of George 
W. Bush. Likewise, born-and-bred 
liberals and Clinton Democrats are 
infatuated with Al Gore's implaca- 
ble march towards his nomination. 
But what about the other 40 per- 
cent of us? We're the biggest block 
of voters, the independents who 
don't build our idealogical homes 
with the planks from either party's 
platform. 
If the past is any indication, we 
will bitch and moan whilst we sit at 
home. 
'Tis a pity, when you think about 
it We're a diverse group, hitting all 
aspects of the spectrum. Age, gen 
"So we thumb our 
noses at the system 
by not voting. Sitting 
at home on election 
night is not a protest, 
it's a surrender." 
der. ethnicity, sexual  preference 
you name it. we've got it. Overall, 
we're  an educated  group whose 
main   concerns   are   tolerance   and 
reform. 
Yet wc don't vote. 
We sit at home election night and 
complain about how our votes are 
worthless and we arc helpless in 
changing the current cycle. 
We aren't. 
How can we be? How can 40 per- 
cent of all registered voters be so 
helples-' Vet, we still thumb our 
noses at the system by not voting. 
Sitting at home on election night 
is not a protesi. it's a surrender And 
it can affect local government as 
well. If we'ic too apathetic and cyn- 
ical to choose the person whose 
actions will directly and indirectly 
effect the way we live, why vote lor 
a person to lead an Undergraduate 
Student Government'.' 
A single vote can be both a state- 
ment and a protest. A collection of 
such votes is a movement. A vote 
can tell a party's elders that they 
made an idiotic choice in supporting 
a primary candidate who fared horri- 
bly in polls against Democrats A 
vote can recognize the fact that there 
are more than two political parties. 
Popular opinion says that such a 
vote would be wasted. But. if 30 per- 
cent of the nation voted for a Green, 
Libertarian, Reform or whal-have- 
you president, I doubt the intended 
message would be wasted. 
Most of all. a vote can state your 
beliefs. 
Such innovation starts locally. 
Having less than 20 percent of 
undergraduates turn out for a cam- 
pus election is pitiful Do you want 
an active campus? Do you want a 
campus whose opinion forums cen- 
ter around rousing discourses of 
ideals and policies, rather than 
another mark under the "To Be or 
Not To Be a Greek" category? 
Then get off your apathetic ass 
and vote.. 
That may seem to be an overly 
strong statement, but it won't matter. 
After reading these words, you may 
be nodding your head in agreement. 
Those of you with an especially pas- 
sionate reaction may even write a 
letter or e-mail. But. in the long run. 
this column won't change anything. 
You'll slowly forget what I said 
on this page. You'll return to apathy, 
and when the USG election happens, 
my words will be a faded, half-for- 
gotten residue in your mind. By the 
lime of the national election, you'll 
have no recollection of what was 
said by this Wisconsin kid going to 
school in Ohio. 
...And this is just a punk rock 
song. 
J. Michael Bestul is a BG News 
guest columnist. He is a crazy man 
thai belltvei that rocking the vote 
isn't strong tnough, it must be 
punked tint. Questions or comments 
can be sent in bc\l@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Letters to the Editor Policy 
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write 
us and let us know where you stand. 
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced 
pages). These are usually in response to a current 
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area. 
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest 
columns will be subject to space limitations and 
considered based on topic relevance and quality. 
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy 
on a  labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compati- 
ble) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion 
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to 
tran<a>bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Let- 
ter to the Editor*. 
Also, you can check out back issues of the Opinion 
page on the web at www.bgnews.com. 
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The Associated Press Photo 
POPE—An Arab Christian boy gazes at a poster announcing 
today's visit of Pope John Paul II, at the St. John Baptiste de la 
Salic Primary School in the Old City of Jerusalem, Israel, yes- 
terday. The pope will spend six days in Israel on his Middle East 
tour. 
WORLD 
www. bgnews.iom/ap 
Pope retraces steps of Jesus 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
AMMAN. Jordan — A frail John 
Paul II embarked yesterday on ihe 
firs! papal visit to the Holy Land in 
36 years, a highly personal pilgrim- 
age that will .see him retrace the 
footsteps of Jesus from birth, to bap- 
tism to crucifixion. 
The pope's plane from Rome 
touched down yesterday afternoon 
in Amman. Jordan, and the pontiff 
planned to travel directly to 
windswept Mount Nebo. where tra- 
dition says Moses first saw the 
Promised Land. 
The pope hopes to ease historical 
friction between Christians. Mus- 
lims and Jews, and Mount Nebo is a 
titling first slop. Looking over the 
Dead Sea and across Jordan's border 
to the hills of Jerusalem. Mount 
Nebo is holy to all three religions. 
In nearby Madaba. schoolgirls at 
the John (he Baptist Church were 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of the 
pope, hoping to catch a brief 
glimpse of him when he drives past. 
"He is a blessed guy. and he will 
bless our school and bless us." said 
Samah Farraj. 15. 
The trip through Jordan. Israel 
and Ihe Palestinian territories was 
born out of the pope's desire to see 
Christendom's holiest sites in this 
millennial year, though the mission 
is freighted with much broader reli- 
gious and political significance in 
this volatile region Several sacred 
places on the pope's itinerary burn 
with modern-day disputes, and the 
pontiff's tour is viewed as a unique 
opportunity to mend long-standing 
religious enmities. 
John Paul would prefer to focus 
on religion and sidestep the region's 
political turmoil, but simply by set- 
ting foot in contested Jerusalem he 
becomes an actor in the long-run- 
ning feud between Israelis and 
Palestinians. 
"With deep emotion 1 will go to 
the places in which the Word 
became flesh, lived and was resur- 
rected for our salvation," John Paul 
said Sunday at St. Peter's Squaie in 
Vatican City. "May this visit, 
inspired only by religious motives, 
bring hoped-for fruits for the good 
of Ihe entire church " 
Due largely to political sensitivi- 
ties, no ponliil has sel tool in Ihe 
Holy Land since Pope Paul VI visit- 
ed in 1964. The Vatican and Israel 
had no diplomatic ties, and the two 
sides were so estranged that Paul VI 
traveled only to Christian religious 
sues and never mentioned Israel b) 
name in public. 
The political map was also radi- 
cally different at the time. Easl 
Jerusalem, locus of the region's 
most revered holy sites, belonged to 
Jordan until u »as taken bj Israel 
three years l.nci in Ihe 1967 Mideast 
war 
In Jordan, John Paul was assured 
of a w arm greeting from many ol Ihe 
country's 130.000 Catholics, who 
make up about ^ percenl of the pop- 
ulation in an overwhelmingly Islam- 
ic country. 
Jordan's King Abdullah, the 
country's Muslim clerics and ordi- 
nary Jordanians arc also enthusiastic 
supporters of the pope's visit, and 
his two days in Ihe kingdom were 
not expecied to be as sensitive as his 
five days in Israel 
"We welcome >ou as a man of 
peace." Jordan's Prince Hassan, the 
uncle ol the king, said in an open lel- 
tei in the |>o|X.\ "Your ministry has 
tirelessly stressed ihat inler-religious 
dialogue should exist side by side 
wilh intra-Christian unity." 
In contrast to Ihe relatively low- 
key ceremonies in Jordan. Israel is 
planning its biggest security opera- 
tion ever in preparation for the 
pope's arrival Tuesday evening. 
In Jerusalem, police said suspect- 
ed right-wing Jewish extremists 
vandalized the helipad where the 
papal  helicopter is  to  land,  spray- 
painting swastikas and slogans such 
as  'Pope Out" and "Where were you 
during ihe Holocaust?" 
Mainstream Jewish leaders wel- 
come ihe pope's visit and his state- 
ments   promoting    reconciliation 
.innnig faiths, but they would like 
him to go furthet in acknowledging 
die   church's   past   discrimination 
againsl Jews. 
Meanwhile.   Jerusalem's   chief 
Muslim cleric has turned down the 
pope's invitation to participate in a 
public dialogue among Muslims. 
Jews and Christians, citing the unre- 
solved political dispute over 
Jerusalem. Israel controls all of the 
iii>. hui die Palestinians are seeking 
to make Hast Jerusalem the capital 
of a future Palestinian stale. 
For the pope, there's no escaping 
the controversial sites. 
He will lour Bethlehem, the 
birthplace of Jesus — and a town 
Palestinians consider central to their 
envisioned slate Nazareth, where 
Jesus spent his boyhood, includes a 
square where plans to build a 
mosque have sparked tension 
between Christians, Muslims and 
Israeli authorities 
The highlight of the entire visit 
could come on the final day, March 
20. when the pontiff will work his 
way through the narrow stone lanes 
of Jerusalem's Old City to sites 
revered by all three religions. 
John Paul will visit the Western 
Wjll. believed lo be the only surviv- 
ing remnant of the Jewish Second 
Temple. In a show of solidarity with 
Muslims, the pope also goes to the 
adjoining II.ir.im as-Sharif, site of 
the magnificent Dome of the Rock. 
And the pope will conclude his 
pilgrimage at Christianity's holiest 
site, the Church of the Holy Sepul- 
cher. the spot where Jesus was 
believed to be crucified, buried and 
resurrected 
CULT 
Continued from page 2. 
Museveni's office said. 
Following the deadly blaze, rural people 
who lived near the compound told police 
and reporters that members had told them 
jhout a sighting ol the Virgin Mary and that 
something hi;1 u.ts going to happen Kibwc- 
leere had reportedly predicted the end of the 
world on Dec. 'I When that didn't happen, 
he moved Ihe dale up lo Dec  31, 2000. 
Lasi week, seel members feasted on roast 
bull and sod.i after selling their possessions 
and telling friends goodbye, local residents 
told reporters. 
Tumwesigye Kajungu. a former sehool- 
ic.icher who refused to join the sect, said his 
wile and six children perished in the blaze. 
"I last saw m> wife on March 8. She lold 
me something was going to happen on the 
15th. And if nothing happened, then she 
would see me again." he said. 
Dr. Florence Baingana. a psychiatrist in 
charge of the mental health division in the 
Ministry of Health, said fears about what 
would happen in the year 2000 and grinding 
poverty had fueled the religious sect move- 
ment in Uganda. 
"People have these gaps in their lives, 
spiritual gaps, and they look for different 
ways of filling them like joining cults. Our 
history has made us more vulnerable 
because life has been very hard." she said. 
There were conflicting reports of when 
the Movement for the Restoration of the Ten 
Commandments of God was established. 
Some say it was 1989, others 1904 
Mugenyi  said   police   wanted  to  close 
down the Kanungu compound last Seplem 
ber but said the fact that police officers were 
members of the cult made it more difficult to 
close it down. He said that four current and 
two former officers died in the lire. Police 
were looking tor any adult members of the 
sect who may have survived the fire. 
Mugenyi said, adding that they would be 
charged with murder if caught "because they 
brought innocent children into the church " 
In a separate case in the mid-1980s, when 
Uganda was emerging from 15 years ol 
bloody civil war. a woman calling herself a 
spirit medium said she could lead a guerrilla 
army through battle unscathed Alice Auma 
Lakwcna told members of her Holy Spirit 
Movement they would be protected from 
bullets   by   rubbing   themselves   with   oil 
pressed from shea nuts. 
In 1987, she sought refuge in neighboring 
Kenya Her cousin, Joseph Kony. took up 
Ihe insurgency and called it the Lord's 
Resistance Army and said it was based on 
the Ten Commandments The LRA is 
believed responsible for the deaths of hun- 
dreds of people in northern Uganda and the 
abduction of children and youths 
Wear out, o 
don't rust out. 
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ECM2J1 fiTERNET ACCESS 
*-. 
NO TIME 
RESTRICTIONS 
^DACOR 
internet services! 
vv.w.w.dacor.net 
5 19  w. \v ooster 352.3568 
cull     ID <l :I x      for     in o r c     <l < I :i i I s 
or sign-up on lineal \\M\\.<liicor.iu-t 
$100 OFF 
-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS- 
323 and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,A/C, 
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals. 
<r^ 
CREENBRIAR, INC. 
First Month's Total Rent *Limited Time 
HURRY... Expires 3131100 
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Saturday 9am-1pm 
224 E. Wooster, Bowling Green 
Checkout our Website for a complete 
listing of all our properties. 
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental 
LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us! 
805 THL'RSTIN-Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, furnished 
School Year- I wo Person Rate- S590.00 
One Year- Two Person Rale- S510.00 
517 E. REFD -AT Thurslin One Bedroom, I Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year- Two Person Rate- S475.00 
One Year- Two Person Rate- S105.00 
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer. 
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath. 
School Year- One Perdson Rate- S350.00 
One Year- One Person Rale S.120.00 
605 SECOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished. 
School Year- One Person Rate- S375.00 
One Year- One Person Rate- S33O.O0 
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rale- $535.00 
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - S140.00 
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. Dishwashers 
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $550 00 
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00 
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall, 
Furnished- School Year- Two-Person Rate- $535.00 
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00 
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, I Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610 00 
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00 
615 SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Balh. 
School Year- Two Person Rate- $586.00 
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00 
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath 
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00 
One Year- One Person Rale- $375.00 
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR School 
Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00 
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490 00 
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, I Bath 
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00 
One Year- $465.00 
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths 
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00 
One Year- Four Person Rale- $425.00 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
2Ji£2ugTjJjg. NEWLY CONSTRUCTED 3 Bedroom, 2 Balh »«i 
Sshwasher, washer and dryer. Lin* 3 peopie. Available May 20,2000. 
W40.00 per month plus al utilities. 
1501/2 MANVtUE - One bedroom urolare unit LM 2 people • 
$400.00 per month plus an uHtes. Deposit $400.00. 
Available May 20,2000. ■fTTTisswi  "  "* ~       •• ». 
7J4_EJ£hIh -Ouptex. Urrt A OrtyT«K> 2 bedroom units Lrnl 2 people pet uni 
$600.00 per month plus uWfles  DaposS $600.00. 
Available August 24,2000. . J_-—*1K* 
C^ 
6GSU Theatre Department 
Presents Ah Sin! 
Bret Harte / Mark Twain 
A Festival of short 
student-directed plays 
March 22-25 
C8 pmJ 
THEATRE 
March 25 
f2PmJ 
Showing at Joe E. Brown 
Theater, University Hall 
Tickets: $3 
To reserve seats, 
call 372-2719 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
Cheaper than Tuition... 
more fun than Body Piercing 
Student IDs Eurail Passes 
Travel Insurance Beds on a Budget 
Special Student Airfares      Adventure Holidays 
Round The World Journey    Great Travel Products 
Call JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Rental Office 354-2260 
For Your Convenience We Arc Located At 
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell 
il* 
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Rain, aid continues 
The Associated Press Photo 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MAPUTO. Mozam- 
bique — A river in north- 
ern Mozambique burst its 
banks after a week of tor- 
rential rain, submerging 
three or four villages and 
adding to the woes caused 
by weeks of floods in this 
impoverished southeast 
African country, a govern- 
ment official said yester- 
day. 
The flooded Messalo 
River, in the northern 
Gabo Delgado province, 
blocked the main road 70 
miles from the Tanzanian 
border, said Antonio 
Macheve, a spokesman for 
the country's national dis- 
aster management agency. 
Several villages along 
the banks of the Zambezi 
River in the northwest 
Tete province had also 
been flooded, while the 
towns of Vilanculo and 
Inhassoro in the central 
Inhambane province had 
been cut off because 
access roads were under 
water, he said. 
' AID—A group of children play inside an old factory in downtown 
Maputo, Mozambique, where flood victims from around Maputo 
have sought shelter. The heavy rains that halted international 
relief efforts let up Friday. 
Light rain continued lo 
fall today, and the South 
African Weather Bureau 
forecast more showers 
over Mozambique and its 
western neighbors before 
the weather is expected to 
clear on Wednesday. 
The latest flooding 
completed a picture of 
devastation in Mozam- 
bique, where the north had 
been the only region of the 
country spared since rivers 
began to overflow in early 
February. The govcrnmenl 
has confirmed that 492 
people died in the floods, 
but more bodies could be 
found as flood waters 
recede. 
"To my knowledge no 
lives arc at immediate 
risk, but crops have been 
lost," Silvano Langa. the 
head of the country's 
national disaster manage- 
ment agency said Sunday. 
No further details of the 
extent of the damage or 
the number of people 
affected were available. 
The World Food Pro- 
gram planned to move 230 
tons of food overland from 
Zimbabwe to the Tete 
province and distribute it 
by boat lo villagers affect- 
ed by flooding along the 
Zambezi River, said Abby 
Spring, a spokeswoman 
for the U.N. agency. 
Waler levels continued 
to rise again today in the 
central Save and Buzi dis- 
tricts — already hard hit 
— but aid workers said 
they thought they had 
enough food in place in 
those areas to feed people 
displaced by the disaster. 
There was also some 
concern thai flood waters 
will rise again in the 
southern Limpopo and 
Komati river basins 
because of heavy rains 
upstream in neighboring 
South Africa. 
The British military 
began a phased withdraw- 
al of helicopters flying aid 
to hundreds of ihousands 
of flood victims in south- 
ern Mozambique. Four 
Puma helicopters left 
Mozambique on Sunday, 
but Britain plans lo contin- 
ue delivering relief using 
10 other helicopters, said 
Andrew Bowes. a 
spokesman for the British 
High Commission. 
Aid agencies hope lo 
secure commercially 
owned helicopters and air- 
craft to deliver food as 
other foreign militaries 
scale down their relief 
operations. 
A U.S. relief operation 
is scheduled lo last unlil 
April 2. 
While      trucks      are 
increasingly being used to 
get food lo an estimated 
360.000 displaced flood 
victims being housed in 
aid camps, helicopters are 
still needed in areas where 
roads washed away by the 
tloods have yet to be 
restored. 
The World Food Pro- 
gram is planning ihis week 
to launch an appeal to the 
international community 
lo contribute civilian air- 
craft to distribute relief 
after the end of March. 
Spring said. 
Despite a massive 
multinational aid effort to 
feed lo flood victims, 
thousands of Mozambi- 
cans are still going hungry. 
On Sunday, scores of 
children with swollen bel- 
lies and orange hair — 
symptoms of malnulrition 
— were seen among the 
several hundred residents 
of a makeshift camp near 
the southern town of 
Macia. 
International coui 
examines sexual 
war crimes 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Would you like $500? U!e want to giue it to you! 
Scholarship 
s
*udent cente* 
•Available to BGSU off-campus/commuting 
under-grad student in good standing with the University. 
Candidates will be considered in the basis of their conlrlbulions lo 
off-campus commuting sludcnls. the Non Tradilional Sludenl Assoc. 
Ihe OfT-Campus Conneclion sludenl organization and/or the 
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Sludcnt Center. 
Applications are now available al Ihcse locations: 
<r^L The Hazel H Smlln Off-Campus Sludcnt Center. 
"^^N. Ground Level Mosley Hall 
P    ^ The Office of Student Life. 405 saddlcmire Student Services Building 
The Financial Aid Office. 231 Administration Building 
Applications are due - 5:00 Friday. March 31. 2000 
All applications should be firecled to: 
Hazel H. Smith Memorial Scholarship Committee c/o Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center 
Mosley Hall (ground level) - BGSU  Bowling Green. OH. 43403-0153 
THE HAGUE. Netherlands -| 
Some of the rape victims were 
young as 12. Prosecutors say III 
Bosnian Muslim women wei| 
delained in a local high school, 
sports hall and private homes arl 
sexually assaulted nightly by 
diers and paramilitaries. 
The Foca trial, which starts todJ 
al the Yugoslav war crimes tribunal 
marks the first time an internationl 
court will judge a case about sexul 
enslavement. It is part of an atteml 
by U.N. prosecutors to mat! 
wartime sexual assaull one of ill 
most grievous and punishabl 
crimes under international law. 
Radomir Kovac. Dragoljil 
Kunarac and Zoran Vukovic 
charged with up to SO counts 
rape, torture, enslavement and oii 
rages upon personal dignity in Irl 
Foca case, named after the soutl 
eastern Bosnian city where tr| 
crimes allegedly took place. 
The defendants, former fighte 
on the Bosnian Serb side, hail 
pleaded innocent to ihe war crimJ 
and crimes against humanil 
charges, which carry a maximul 
sentence of life in prison. 
According to ihe indictment. Irl 
defendanls set up the "quasi-brot| 
els" or "rape faclories" in the sun 
mer of 1992 where dozens 
women were detained. Nighill 
women allegedly were brutally beaT 
en and forced to have sex with soj 
diers and paramilitaries. They wel 
gang-raped, tortured, and oflq 
forced lo give birth, prosecutors sa 
At least 10 rape victims al 
expected to testify at Ihe trial wil 
privacy measures such as scrcei 
and voice scrambling. In court docl 
ments, the women are idemifid 
with witness codes such as FWS-4| 
FWS-50 and FWS-75. 
Prosecutors say many viclin 
suffered permanent physical harm | 
addition to the lifetime mental to 
ment caused by their sexual assauj 
Although  Foca  was  the  mo| 
notorious case of systematic rape I 
Ihe 1992-95 war, there were repor| 
of rape by all sides in dozens 
camps across Bosnia. 
RETIREMENT        INSURANCE       MUTUAl  SUNOS        TRUST SERVICES TUITION  FINANCING 
5S5$555$$555$S5S$5S$55$$5$$$S$$$$$$$$i$ 
(^student] PUBLICATIONS 
DID 
I 
Summer 2000 BG News Editor 
Fall 2000 BG News Editor 
2000-2001 Gavel Editor 
2000-2001 Key Yearbook Editor 
2000-2001 Miscellany Editor 
2000-2001 Obsidian Editor 
Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall. 
Deadline is Thursday, April 13 at 4 p.m. 
While TIAA-CREF 
invests for the long term, 
it's nice to see performance 
like this today. 
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by 
combining two disciplined investment strategies. 
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine 
active management with enhanced indexing. With two 
strategies, we have two ways to seek out 
performance opportunities—helping to make your 
investments work twice as hard. 
Combine this with our low 
expenses and youll see how 
T1AA<REF stands apart from 
the competition. 
CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT.1 
36.05 22.02" 18.75* 
1VEAR 
AS Of 12/31/99 
5WARS 
AS Of 12/31/99 
SINCE INCEPTION 
5/1/92 
EXPENSE RATIO 
UEICIOMI 
EQUITIES 
0.37*' 
iKxism 
AVIUGE 
1.92" 
With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world's largest 
retirement company and the leading choice on 
America's campuses. If that sounds good to 
you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776.Call and find 
out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today 
and tomorrow. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. 
1   800   842-2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
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Education newspaper loses attempt to access campus records 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A news- 
paper thai covers higher educalion 
cannot get student disciplinary 
records from two Ohio universities, 
a federal judge ruled yesterday. 
The Chronicle of Higher Educa- 
tion, a Washington, D.C.-based 
weekly newspaper, had challenged a 
U.S. Department of Education law- 
suit against Miami and Ohio Stale 
universities. 
The Department of Education 
sued in 1998 to stop the schools 
from releasing students' records if 
the students' names are included. 
The department said such disclo- 
sures violate the federal Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 
which bars the release of education 
records that identify people. 
The Ohio Supreme Court ruled 
last year the records were not educa- 
tion records, and the U.S. Supreme 
Court in December left that ruling 
intact 
The Education Department 
argues these are education records 
subject to privacy requirements. 
The Chronicle of Higher Educa- 
lion had requested information the 
federal lawsuit blocked, including 
students' names. 
'The Chronicle believes records 
of student disciplinary rulings are of 
a paramount concern not only to col- 
lege communities but perspective 
students and their parents," Marc 
Mczibov, a Cincinnati lawyer repre- 
senting the newspaper, said yester- 
day. "Issues of crime on campus are 
matters of considerable concern not 
only to college communities but per- 
spective students and their parents." 
Mezibov said he and Chronicle 
officials must study the ruling by 
U.S. District Judge George Smith 
before deciding whether to appeal. 
Miami spokesman Richard Little 
said the university needed the courts 
to clarify exactly what records it 
legally could release. 
"We had been saying over and 
over again that this is what the fed- 
eral government says, that these are 
personal records." said Richard Lit- 
tle, a Miami spokesman. "We just 
wanted clarification and this is what 
we got. The judge said ... these are 
private records." 
Phone messages seeking com- 
ment on the ruling were not returned 
from Ohio State officials. 
In his ruling. Smith concluded 
that an injunction enforcing the fed- 
eral privacy act would cause only 
slight harm to third parlies such as 
students, prospective students, and 
parents. 
"Additionally, the public, while 
certainly benefitting from laws that 
promote openness in public records, 
also benefits from the privacy 
accorded students through FERPA," 
Smith wrote. "Congress, through 
FERPA, has balanced the interests 
of privacy versus public disclosure 
and the Court is in no position to 
second guess it." 
The federal lawsuit followed an 
Ohio Supreme Court case in which 
student editors for the Miami Uni- 
versity campus newspaper, the 
Miami Student, sought the release of 
records from on-campus discipli- 
nary hearings. The Ohio court 
backed the Miami Student's initial 
request, which did not seek students' 
names 
Miami University refused to 
release the information until the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled. When the 
university gave the Chronicle of 
Higher Education some student dis- 
ciplinary records, with only the stu- 
dents' Social Security numbers 
deleted, the Education Department 
filed its lawsuit. 
Judge revokes bond of woman convicted in infant death 
Associated Press Photo 
TRIAL — Angela lacona, left, comforts her daughter Audrey, 
before the start of proceedings in Medina County Common 
Pleas Court Friday. At right Audrey's father, Mark. A Medina 
County Judge revoked the appeal bond yesterday, for Audrey 
lacona who was convicted of smothering her newborn son in 
1997. 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MEDINA. Ohio — A woman 
convicted two years ago of smother- 
ing the baby boy she secretly bore in 
the basement of her family's home 
was ordered back to jail yesterday 
by a judge who revoked her appeal 
bond. 
Audrey lacona. 20, surrendered 
to police about 10:30 a.m. Common 
Pleas Court Judge James Kimbler 
ordered lacona held in the county 
jail until she is resentenced. 
No date was set for resentencing. 
Kimbler will schedule it if lacona 
fails to win a new trial from the Ohio 
Supreme Court on her convictions 
for involuntary manslaughter, child 
endange ing and abuse of a corpse. 
Kimbler revoked lacona's bond 
five days after the 9th Ohio District 
Court of Appeals rejected her 
request for a new  trial   She was 
placed under house arrest on Friday, 
and her family said a further appeal 
for a new trial would go to the Ohio 
Supreme Court. 
Prosecutor Dean Holman had 
asked Kimbler to revoke the $1 mil- 
lion bond lacona posted a few 
months after her conviction in 1998. 
"I was concerned about the risk 
of flight." Holman said Monday. "I 
believe that the defendant being 
incarcerated upholds the public's 
confidence in the justice system." 
Kimbler said lacona could still 
ask either the Supreme Court or the 
appeals court to release her while 
the case is on appeal to the Supreme 
Court. 
Gerald Gold, an attorney who 
appeared in court last week on 
lacona's behalf, said she has not 
decided whether she will make that 
request. lacona's regular attorney, 
Niki Schwartz, was out of town and 
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Hispanics come 
to central Ohio 
because of job 
openings 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Mark lacona told WKYC-TV his 
family prepared over the weekend 
for the possibility that his daughter 
was going back to jail. No one 
returned a call to a phone listing for 
the Iaconas. 
lacona's son, a 3.8-pound boy 
born prematurely, was found dead 
May I. 1997. inside two plastic bags 
and hidden in the basement of her 
parents' home about 25 miles south- 
west of Cleveland. At the time, 
lacona was a student in suburban 
Cleveland. 
lacona told only a few friends 
about her pregnancy and police were 
tipped off to the child's death after 
lacona called a friend to tell her 
about it. 
During her trial, prosecutors por- 
trayed lacona as an uncaring youth 
who smothered the baby because 
she couldn't be bothered to care for 
it 
COLUMBUS. Ohio — Word of 
central Ohio's need for workers has 
reached Latin America, drawing 
those who are permitted to work in 
the United States as well as those 
who come without needed docu- 
ments, immigrants say. 
"We're experiencing a tremen- 
dous influx of first-time immi- 
grants" from Latin America, said 
Julia Arbini-Carbonell, director of 
the Ohio Hispanic Coalition. 
"In the last two years, there has 
been an explosion of new families." 
she told The Columbus Dispatch for 
a story Sunday. 
The Hispanic population in 
Franklin County increased 36 per- 
cent between 1990 and 1998, reach- 
ing more than 12,500, according to 
estimates from the U.S. Census 
Bureau. The county's overall popu- 
lation grew 6 2 percent. 
For the eight-year period. 
Franklin and Summit tied for the 
biggest percentage increase among 
Ohio counties with sizable Hispanic 
populations. 
Many Hispanics come to central 
Ohio because they say they can get 
better jobs than the more grueling 
and less stable work they've found 
in the past in farm fields. 
Lin Avendano emigrated from 
Guatemala in 1957 as a teen-ager. 
Avendano understands why 
someone living in a country where 
it's practically impossible to make a 
living would want to come — legal- 
ly or not — to someplace like Ohio 
where employers beg for workers 
Now on Cablo Channel 6 
Dance Marathon 
Coverage: 
Saturday 
•9:30am-ll:30am 
•8pm-12am 
Sunday 
•9:30-11:30 
•3:30pm- 6:30pm 
Citck aHttw 
fkkman's Art' 
Sficppes, Int. 
Fun Summer Jobs with fun, 
outgoing, and creative people! 
•Caricature Artists 
•Airbrush Artists 
• Face Painters 
• Hair Wrappers' 
•Portrait Artists 
•Temporary Tattoo Artists 
•Antique Photographers* 
•Cashiers" 
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Management Inc. 
FALL OPENINGS 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdale \pts. 1082 Fairview, 
lbdrm 9 1/2 - 12 mo. Leases. 
Start at $380. 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe. 
Studios. I bdrm, laundry on site. 
Starts at $250 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise 
1 bdrm BRAND NEW 
Starts at $400 
CaU 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Willow House 830 Fourth St., 
1 bdrm. Remodeled. 
Starts at $400 
Parkview Apt 1048 N. Main 
1 & 2 bdrm 
Starts at $365 
Call 353-5800 
Stop b) «u office al IMS N. Mais SI 
(or complete luting or Call 353-5800. 
www.wcnel.ori/-aMcca 
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Men's NCAA 
Buckeyes' future rests with Redd 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS. Ohio — Scoonie 
Penn, George Reese and Ken John- 
son have played their last game for 
Ohio Stale. 
But has Michael Redd? 
A75-62 loss to Miami in the sec- 
ond round of the South Regional on 
Sunday was enough to leave Jim 
O'Brien both grateful and melan- 
choly. The Ohio State coach appre- 
ciates how far the Buckeyes had 
come the past two years but he's 
concerned about where they're 
headed. 
"Guys come and go. but you 
develop different relationships with 
different guys," a somber O'Brien 
said    yesterday. 
year. 
In two years, 
Ohio   State   — 
with Penn, 
Reese,   Johnson 
and Redd leading  
the way — went from Big Ten door- 
mat to Big Ten co-champion. Nes- 
tled in the middle was the Buckeyes' 
almost unbelievable trip to the Final 
Four last season. 
[ The ascent was so rapid, it was 
almost taken for granted by many 
Ohio State fans. But not by O'Brien, 
who said Temple's 67-65 upset loss 
ID Seton Hall showed him just how 
magical it was. 
"I'm thinking about John 
Chaney." he said, referring to the 
Temple coach. "People were saying 
they should have been a No. 1 seed 
and that they had a chance of win- 
ning a national championship. The 
guy's 68 years old and he's never 
coached in a Final Four. And here he 
gets dumped again." 
O'Brien, who turns 50 in three 
weeks, said he realized how blessed 
he was to have the opportunity to 
coach in the sport's showcase event. 
He also said few fans realize how 
difficult it is to get there. 
"It shouldn't be that much of a 
shock we got beat." he said. "We're 
not much better — if we're better at 
all — than Miami. That just shows 
you. It's very, very difficult getting 
into the tournament. Just ask all the 
good teams out there with 20 wins, 
like Xavier. Virginia, Kent and 
Bowling Green. Second, it's really, 
really hard to move on once you get 
into the (NCAA) tournament." 
Despite a glitter- 
ing two years in the 
sun, the Buckeyes 
now face enough 
question marks to 
fill an arena. 
In Penn. Reese 
and Johnson, respec- 
tively. Ohio State 
graduates its emo- 
tional leader and a 
two-time first-team 
All-Big Ten choice, 
a quality shooting 
forward and a center 
Jim O'Brien who set the school 
0b,o Slate men■$ basketballcoach r'c°ld. ,f^MshoIS blocked (161) in a 
frie^l^wth^he "That JUSt shoiVS 
guys at Boston you. It's very, very 
S^^SS difficult getting into 
Eight.   There's the tournament. 
always a little bit    r     .        i      II ,i 
of a bond with Just ask all the 
guys you shared good teams OUt 
success       with. ?. • ,»   nr\ That's   certainly there With 20 Wins, 
true of the kids Ufa Xavier, 
who played this ir      •    •       rr      . i Virginia, Kent and 
Bowling Green." 
Santiago makes 
bid for backup 
job with Reds 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SARASOTA. Fla. — Journey- 
man catcher Bcnito Santiago is 
defying age and the injuries from a 
1998 car accident to make a strong 
bid for a job with the Cincinnati 
Reds. 
He has retained some of the 
swagger from 13 years ago. when he 
was a brash. 22-year-old catcher for 
the San Diego Padres on his way to 
being named the National League's 
Rookie of the Year. 
"I can still throw to second from 
my knees." he said. "I remember my 
first three or four years, when I first 
stalled  
season. 
Redd has said he'll sit down in 
the coming weeks and talk to draft 
experts and scouts about whether 
he'll be among the top picks in this 
spring's NBA draft. If he is. he'll 
give up his final year of eligibility. 
He must make a decision by mid- 
night on May 14. 
"I really didn't think about it 
much during the season because all I 
had to worry about was playing bas- 
ketball and winning games," Redd 
said after the loss. "But now that the 
season's over. I've got plenty of time 
to evaluate it. It could be my last 
game or I might come back. So it's 
Associated Press Photo 
LEFT BEHIND - Michael Redd, center, dribbles away from the 
defense in a game played earlier this season. 
Two-year starter Brian Brown, 
the team's fourth-leading scorer, 
would be joined by backup point 
guard Trent Darby, forward Cobe 
Ocokoljic. center Will Dudley and 
Providence transfer Sean Connolly. 
Connolly is a 3-point marksman, 
which could alleviate some of the 
growing pains elsewhere. 
In addition. O'Brien signed three 
big men during the fall: 6-foot-10 
Matt Marinchick from Hudson. 6-11 
Velimir Radinovic of Canada and 6- 
8 New York native Zach Williams. 
"Of course, if Michael returns, 
our strength will again be in the 
backcourt," O'Brien said. "Whether 
he comes back impacts the team 
tremendously." 
Se'hal' "l can stil1 throw to second 
toid me i from my knees. I remember 
neve? last m^ ftrst three or four years, 
doing   it. when I first started doing 
We
"' i'<,'k that, people told me I would is my 14tn ? i   • •     Tlr 7I      • . year, and never last doing it. Well, this 
" is my 14th year, and I'm still 
doing it." 
big-league camp on Feb. 24. he was 
considered little more than an insur- 
ance policy. 
But. Santiago is hitting .321 for 
the spring. LaRue is hitting .278. 
And through Sunday's games. Santi- 
ago had 30 plate appearances to 
LaRue's21. 
Santiago has a history with Reds 
manager Jack McKeon. who was 
San Diego's general manager in 
1982 and gave Santiago his first pro- 
fessional contract. 
Santiago has regained most of the 
45 pounds he lost after the accident. 
He threw out 23 of 65 runners 
attempting to steal, a good percent- 
age for most 
catchers but 
not himself, 
while catch- 
ing 107 
games for 
the Chicago 
Cubs last 
year He hit 
.249. 
like I've got mixed emotions now." 
O'Brien said he has no idea 
which way Redd will go. 
"What we'll do is the same thing 
we did a year ago with Scoonie. 
which is talk to as many NBA guys 
as we can and find out what they're 
thinking about Michael." O'Brien 
said. "We'll chart it all. give it to the 
Redds, then it's their choice." 
If Redd leaves. Ohio State will 
lose 74 percent of its scoring. 61 
percent of its rebounding and 68 
percent of its 3-point field goals 
from this season. The Buckeyes will 
certainly look different and will like- 
ly have to play a different game. But 
O'Brien still thinks they will be 
competitive. 
doing it." 
The 
four-time 
All-Star 
has   since  
bounced 
around the league, including a stint 
with Cincinnati in 1995. He is now 
V) ing with Jason LaRue for the job 
as backup to starting catcher Eddie 
Taubensee, 
Santiago fractured his pelvis and 
right knee in a car accident in Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla.. before the 1998 
season. But he was back in the big 
leagues by that September He is 
now 35. working hard to get his 
body in shape. 
When the Reds signed Santiago 
as a free agent, giving him a minor- 
league contract and inviting him to 
The Reds 
don't plan to 
take     three 
Benito Santiago catchers into 
Retis catcher the   regular 
 season. San- 
tiago      has 
permission   to  seek   employment 
elsewhere  if he doesn't make the 
Keds out of camp. 
LaRue. a talented prospect, has 
just 36 games in the major leagues. 
The Reds could choose to have him 
catch regularly al Triple-A 
Louisville, rather than play occa- 
sionally in Cincinnati. 
"I ihink any catcher would bene- 
fit from catching every day." Reds 
general manager Jim Bowden said. 
"But that's not what it's about. All 
three of those guys arc major 
league-caliber catchers." 
Track and Field Baseball 
Men compete in Clemson Relays, 
women take 3rd in Athens quad 
DEREK McCORD 
•'. SPORTS WRITER 
' The Bowling Green men's track 
and field team spent the weekend in 
sunny South Carolina for the two- 
day Clemson Relays while the 
women's team placed third in a quad 
meet held in Athens. 
The men's only first place finish 
for the relay meet came from the 
4x800 meter relay team as the 1.600 
meter sprint relay learn lost for the 
first time since the beginning of the 
indoor season. 
With the men's team competing 
against various southern teams for 
the first time, head coach Sterling 
Martin felt lhai the team competed 
very well. 
"With competing againsl some 
teams for the firsl time the guys real- 
ly responded well." Martin said. 
"Some guys ran off their normal 
events and we moved some guys 
around and let them move around. 
We just looked good as a team and I 
think we felt good about who we 
were." 
After the first day of the event 
being a balmy 74 degrees, the tem- 
perature dropped nearly twenty 
degrees and the sky turned lo over- 
cast along with gusts of wind. 
Pat Kania won his individual 
flights in ihe discus and hammer 
throws while Tony Forigione won 
his flight in the shot pul. 
With Buffalo being ihe only other 
MAC school in the Invitational, 
Martin feels that he would rather 
compare himself wilh the other top 
notch conferences around the 
NCAA 
"I would rather compare our- 
selves outside of the region. When it 
comes to track to compare against 
the schools in the conference I could 
care less. Our conference is not all 
for us. it is important for us when the 
conference meet roles around, but I 
think it is more important to be com- 
petitive against the ACC. the SEC 
and the Conference-USAs which 
gives more respectability to our con- 
ference." 
Martin will get another chance 
this weekend to match up against 
those conferences when they head to 
Alabama to compete against about 
36 other schools. 
The women's team placed third 
with   153  points  while Cincinnati 
Falcons fall hard at Missouri, 
watch winning streak evaporate 
NICK HURM 
SPORTS WRITER 
The Missouri Tigers stifled any 
amount of momentum that the 
Bowling Green baseball team had 
going into the weekend. 
After riding a three game 
The Falcons lost the final game 
8-6 to the Tigers in chilly 38 degree 
temperature. Once again it was the 
Falcons that jumped to an early 4-0 
lead. BG had a heartbreaking fifth 
inning giving up five runs all with 
two outs. 
File Photo 
PACKED - BG athletes lead the way in the 1500 meters at a meet 
held last season. 
Royals rock Moehler 
.SeeTRACK, page 10. 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HAINES CITY. Fla. — If Brian 
Moehler keeps pitching like this, the 
Comerica Park opener may not turn 
out well for the Tigers. 
Slated to be the starter April 11 in 
the first game of the Tigers' new sta- 
dium. Moehler gave up seven runs 
and 11 hits in four innings yesterday 
as Kansas City beat Detroit 9-4. 
In his two previous starts. 
Moehler allowed six earned runs in 
6 2-3 innings, an 8.53 ERA. 
Archie Corbin got (he victory, 
allowed one run and one hit in 2 1-3 
innings. Royals starter Brett Laxton 
gave up three runs — one earned, 
two hits and five walks in 3 2-3 
innings. 
Brian Johnson. Carlos  Beltran 
and Rey Sanchez each drove in two 
inns lor the Royals, who had 17 hits. 
Johnson hit a two-run triple in the 
third and Sanchez had an RBI sin- 
gle. Jcrmaine Dye and Paul Sorrento 
hit sacrifice flies in the fourth, and 
Sanchez and Beltran had RBI sin- 
gles. 
Beltran. who went 3-for-4. home- 
red on Sean Runyan's first pitch in 
the sixth inning, his fifth of the 
spring. Greg Zaun added an RBI sin- 
gle in the seventh. 
Billy McMillon hit an RBI dou- 
ble in a three-run third that also 
included bases-loaded walks by 
Damion Easley and Juan Encarna- 
cion. 
Bobby Higginson tripled leading 
off the fifth and scored on Easley's 
infield out. 
winning streak going into the "]Wp 
scries, the  Falcons watched 
their streak snap, then snap and 
some more. BG lost all three 
games to the Tigers over the 
weekend to drop to 3-8-1 on 
the season. ——— 
'They were a very good 
team." sophomore infieldcr Sean 
Ryan said. "I think they had the best 
pitching staff we have faced all year 
so far. We would make one mistake 
and always pay for it." 
The Tigers did make BG pay. 
One of the dilemmas the Falcons 
have faced this season is maintain- 
ing a lead. Missouri took advantage 
of it. The Falcons lost a marginal 
lead in two out of the three games 
played. In both the second and third 
games. BG held a 4-0 lead in the 
early innings only to watch it vanish 
away with offensive charges by the 
Tigers. 
In the second game, the Orange 
and Brown jumped lo an early lead 
when senior catcher Brad Simon 
smacked a 2-2 pilch lo center scor- 
ing teammates Matt Best and Corey 
Loomis. BG was still noi done 
though. Later in the second inning, 
junior outfielder Aric Christman 
belted an RBI double lo right center 
scoring Simon. Senior infielder 
Kenny Burdinc added one more RBI 
on a sacrifice bum lo build a 4-0 
lead. 
The Falcons received a big blow 
in the bottom of the fourth inning a's 
the Tigers scored three unearned 
runs to tie the game al four apiece. 
BG regained Ihe lead in the seventh 
when Christman scored on an Alan 
Gilhousen single. But the Falcons 
did not hold. Missouri tied the game 
in ihe seventh and scored the win- 
ning run in the eighth when pitcher 
Mike Muzi walked Ihe Tiger's Kurt 
Props! wilh Ihe bases loaded. 
"We have to regalher ourselves 
and play as a team," sophomore 
infielder Nick Elrod said. "Coach 
told us that it's not how you start, it's 
how you finish. We want to try to 
win these |non-conference] games." 
It was like a repeat of Ihe day 
before as BG once again used ihe 
seventh inning lo iis advantage to 
lake Ihe lead. Dukate reached on an 
error and went lo second on a pinch- 
hit single by Best. Junior outfielder 
Lee  Morrison doubled  in Dukate 
and Best reached home on a 
Burdinc single. 
The Tigers  struck again. 
though, scoring three more 
runs  off freshman  pitcher 
would make one mistake 
always pay for it." 
gy -- I    nil     i <-|i 1   1   V       .  r  I   I  I   I  U   I  1 I'll!    IH     I 
Sean Kyan  i)eryck Griffith and securing 
BG infielder Ihe win. 
       The Falcons will head lo 
Morganlown. W. Va.. to bat- 
"Therc have only been two tic the Mountaineers Wednesday, 
games where we have been oulhit so Then over the weekend the Falcons 
far ihis season." Ryan said. "We just will play al home for the first time 
have to prevent the one big run ihis season, squaring off againsl 
inning." Buffalo in a three game scries. 
K 
File Photo 
SWING - BG baseball player Matt Marcum finishes off his swing 
in a past game.The Falcons have dropped three-straight games. 
k 
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COLUMBUS. Ohio — Players 
who combined to average more than 
50 points a game — Medina's Tony 
StOCkmM and Cleveland Smith's 
Chet "The Jet" Mason - lead (he 
1999-2000 Associated Press Divi- 
sion I All-Ohio boys basketball team 
announced yesterday. 
Stockman, a 6-fodt-2 senior, and 
Mason, a d -3 senior, were selected 
as the players of the year based on 
the recommendations of a slate 
media panel. 
Stockman averaged 25 4 points, 
6.1 assists, 4.7 rebounds and 3 steals 
ga
2-pointers. 40 percent on 3-pointcrs 
and 84.3 percent at the line. The 
t 'lemson signee had a triple-double 
and scored 30 or more points in nine 
regular-season games. 
Mason averaged a triple-double 
with marks of 25 points. 13 
rebounds and 11 assists per game 
while leading South to its first AP 
State ranking and its first regional 
tournament appearance ever. With a 
3.6 grade-point average. Mason has 
signed to play next year at Miami of 
Ohio 
The coaches of the year both led 
then teams to this week's state tour- 
nament.   Ililh.ird  Davidson's Steve 
l.i y
Bates. 
Bedford (20-5) meets No I- 
ranked Libbey (25-0) Friday at 6 
p.m. at Value City Arena, followed 
by Davidson (22-4) against Cincin- 
nati St. Xavier (23-2). The winners 
meet in Saturday's 8:30 p.m. title 
game. 
Bedford's Kamil Wilson, a 6-3 
senior, and Libbey's 6-4 senior Eyu- 
less Palmer join Stockman and 
Mason on the first team. 
Wilson contributed 24.9 points a 
game, while Palmer provided 21.3 
points. 15.7 rebounds and 4.6 assists 
a game for the unbeaten Cowboys. 
o i g out t e first (ca are 
Cincinnati Princeton's lirik Daniels, 
a 6-7 senior who averaged 19.9 
points a game; 6-4 senior Dwayne 
Broyles of Canton McKinley. a 
James Madison signee who aver- 
aged 15.4 points and 7.3 rebounds a 
game; and Grove City's Josh Helm, 
a 6-6 senior who had marks of 23.2 
points and 11.6 rebounds. 
De Dent's 16-4 Davidson team 
was light on superstars but heavy on 
hustle and pressure. Bates, in his 
eighth year with the Cowboys, guid- 
ed I.ibbey to its first state ranking in 
30 years. Libbey beat four teams 
ranked in the top 10 this year. 
to Mets, 4-2 
College hockey alternative to hoops madness 
DEREK Mc( OR!) 
SPORTS Wmn» 
While the naiion is being capti- 
vated by ihe tradition of March 
Madness, college hockey fans will 
finally get their chance to go insane 
BS ihe NCAA Hockey Tournament 
will begin on Friday. 
The defending champion Maine 
Black   Bears   will   have  a   strong 
chance lo repeal after getting a first 
round bye in the F.asl Regional. 
Maine finished ihc Hockey Cast reg- 
ular season in fourth place, but 
defeated Boslon College 2-1 on Sal- 
urda) in the conference champi- 
onship to receive an automatic bid. 
Maine will face the victor of 
fourth seed Colgate and fifth seed 
Michigan. The Wolverines fell 
down the seeding altci being defeat- 
ed  in  ihe CCHA semi-finals by 
Nebraska-Omaha 7-4. 
WCHA regular season champion 
Wisconsin got the other number one 
seed in the (ournament and will meet 
the winner of fourth seed Boslon 
College and fifth seed Michigan 
Slate. The Spartans defeated CCHA 
Cinderella Nebraska-Omaha 6-0 in 
ihe conference tournament on Satur- 
day to fill up the CCHA's other auto- 
matic spot. 
East Coast Athletic Conference 
regular season champion Si. 
Lawrence was given the second seed 
in ihc East Regional. St. Lawrence 
will face ihird seed Boslon Universi- 
ty or sixlh seed Si. Cloud State. 
North Dakota received Ihe last 
firsl round bye wiih a second seed in 
i See HOCKEY, page 10. 
Men's NCAA 
Till- ASSIK IMI D Pmss 
PORT ST. LUCIE.FIa Glen- 
don Rusch. fighting lor the tilth spot 
in the Mels' rotation, turned In a 
solid outing and Robin Ventura hit a 
Ihree-run homer yesterda) US New 
York beat the Cleveland Indians 4-2. 
Ventura, making onlv Ins second 
start in Ihc field this spring, pui New 
York ahead 3-0 in Ihe fourlh with a 
Iwo-oul blast off Charles Nagy. 
Edgardo Alfonzo, who had two 
hits for Ihc Mels. singled to drive 
home Melvin Mora, who led off ihe 
sixlh with a double 
Jolherl Cabrera and John 
McDonald drove in a run each loi 
ihe Indians. 
Rusch allowed one run and five 
hits in 5 2-3 innings, struck oui tour 
and walked none. 
"Il was a step forward for me. a 
pretty positive outing," said Roush. 
who is hauling Bill Pulsipher. Den 
ins Springer and Bobby M  Jones 
"1 gol my fastball over early in 
Ihe count, which allowed me to use 
Ihe breaking hall and changcup to 
get some batters out. In ihe back ol 
my head. I knew I had to throw the 
ball well today to put some good 
ihoughis in Ihe coaching staff's 
mind." 
Rusch's efforl impressed bolh 
general manager Sieve Phillips and 
manager Bobby Valenline. but they 
said it's too early to make ,i decision 
"Wc wanl lo take some time i<> 
decide Ihe fifth slarter. because he 
probably won't make a start until 
April 9th or 10th. Phillips said 
Turk Wendell earned his second 
save for Ihe Mels. pitching I 1-3 
innings 
Notes: New York gave INF Char- 
lie Hayes his unconditional release. 
Hayes hit .386(T0-for-26) with two 
doubles, one home run and seven 
RBIs for the Mels ihis spring. "I 
think Ihe importanl thing lor me is to 
be with my family." Hayes said "I 
talked lo Phillips and Bobb) I Valen- 
tino and the) pretty much told me I 
wasn't going lo make ihe learn." ... 
Hayes will remain ai the Mets' train- 
ing camp for iwo days to weigh 
oilers from other teams ... New 
Yolk centei fielder Darr\l Hamilton 
missed yesterday's game because of 
minor knee and loe injuries. 
Bennett's style gains respect after upset 
THE ASSOC ivnii I'RISS 
MADISON. Wis. - Dick Hen 
netl is smiling this week, and his 
players say it's about lime. 
"He's been here for 35 years in 
Wisconsin, trying i<» prove ins sys 
lem works al a major-college level." 
said Mike Kelley. ihe junior guard 
who led ihe defensive charge in Wis- 
consin's 66-59 second-round upscl 
til lop seeded Arizona 
"This is the clincher This should 
prove ii lo everybody who said ii 
couldn't be done ... lie's gol ihe 
righl lo have a little fun wiih this." 
Wisconsin, which was 13-12 just 
four weeks ago and quietly hoping 
ai least to host a first-round NIT 
game, might be the most unlikely 
learn in ihe round of 16  The Bad 
gcrs say they owe u all to Bennett 
and his system, which has been bolh 
praised and reviled this season. 
"Our success is a product of our 
system." guard Jon Bryanl said. 
"You look around our locker room, 
and w'c don'l have any really incred- 
ible players Bui as :i team, when 
we're doing what (Bennett) wants us 
to do. we're lough lo heal." 
Benneil has been coaching tor 
too long lo worry about validation. 
Still, he can't suppress a little self- 
satisfaction as ihe Badgers prepare 
for Iheir Irip to Ihe West Regional 
semi-finals in Albuquerque to face 
LSU on Thursday night. 
"I'm loo old not to enjoy this a 
little bit," Hennclt said. "You never 
know which learn will be your last 
One, so it's nice lo sec Ihese guys 
gelling close to maximizing their 
potential." 
Benneil has heard the criticism, 
and unlike some coaches, he admils 
he hslens to il Bennett's style of 
basketball — which he taught for 
nearly iwo decades al Wisconsin- 
Sievens Point and Wisconsin-Green 
Bay before moving lo Madison five 
years ago — is only slightly more 
fun lhan denial surgery, and just 
about as complicated. 
He stresses defense above all 
else, using mulliple sets and fre- 
quent adjustments. The offense is 
supremely deliberate and half-court- 
orienled Past breaks happen only by 
accident. 
The system both hides Ihe Haws 
and muffles ihe slrenglhs of Ben- 
nell's players in favor of a complete 
ic.iin effort None of the Badgers 
even made honorable mention on 
ihe all-conference (cams chosen 
bolh by the media and the coaches. 
"We're really Ihe firsl recruiting 
class lhal was his own choice." said 
junior forward Mark Vershaw. the 
team's leading scorer. "We knew 
lhal we were recruited to play his 
style. We're the ones lhal had lo 
make it work." 
But that's the funny thing about 
success. Benneil said. It took jus! 
two wins in the NCAA lournamcni 
for Bennett's robotic, unimagina- 
tive, offensively inept, dull team lo 
become a brainy, disciplined, defen- 
sive-oriented, hard-working team. 
Bennett can only laugh 
'There's only one job that's easi- 
er than being a critic, and dial's 
being a Maytag repairman." Benneil 
said. 
Wisconsin's late-season run is 
most remarkable for ihc suddenness 
with which it occurred. The Badgers 
Started Ihc 2000 conference season 
slowly, and after a 51-48 loss ai 
Ohio Stale on Feb. 2. Wisconsin was 
11-10 and fans were grumbling. 
No one claims to know exactly 
when or why. but somewhere in 
February, ihe icam's hard work in 
Bennett's system began to pay off. 
Since ihcn, Ihc Badgers are 9-3. wiih 
all three losses coming againsi No. 5 
Michigan Stale. They beat Indiana 
in Ihe regular season finale and won 
two games in ihe Big Ten tourna- 
ment to clinch an NCAA bid. 
After healing Fresno Slate in the 
first round. Wisconsin took on an 
injury-depleted but confident Ari- 
zona learn. Several Badgers heard 
lhal the Wildcats were already talk- 
ing about playing LSU in the next 
round just moments before facing 
Wisconsin. 
"I think we might have snuck up 
on Arizona." Bennett said. "I don't 
think coach (Lute) Olson was unpre- 
pared, but players have a way of 
minimizing their competition " 
Wisconsin won't be sneaking up 
on anybody else, and those critical 
of Bennett will have a much harder 
lime arguing thai his system doesn't 
produce results. 
The Badgers have been to three 
NCAA lournaments in Bennett's 
five years in Madison after just one 
trip in the previous 50 years. He has 
won 20 games twice and raised the 
program lo ihe middle of the Big 
Ten pack. 
Though he is enjoying the Bad- 
gers' position, he hasn't slopped 
preparing for LSU. which plays a 
similarly slow half-court game. 
When asked how he'll beat a learn 
that looks a lot like his own. Benneil 
smiled again. 
"1 guess we'll have lo break oul 
our running game," he said. 
FRONT AINCJ CENTER 
with 
Andrew and Tami 
Tonight 
\WRGU 
5-6pm 
Dance Marathon & 
Film Students Committee for Oscar 
Awards Preview 
VOICE YOUR OPINIONS!        Call 372-2826 
SKCOINCJ SI AGE 
LOCAI  MUSIC SHOWCASE 
QKO   ^ff^ 
-     Associated PreM Photo 
MAKING WAVES - Dick Bennett, above, has led Wisconsin to 
the Sweet 16 and an upset of No.1 seed Arizona. 
NEWI9VE 
COVER 
Fir. & Sat 
I   over 21- S2.00 
under 21- S3 00 
|   Wed. & Thurs 
I   over 21- SI .00 
under 21-S1 00 
Howard's Club H 
MARCH 
Clip N Save- —- 
352-3195 
Rentals 
520 Ei Reed St. #3: Two bedroom furnished apartment across from 
campus. Paddle fans in dining area. FREE WATER 
& SEWER. Resident pays electric only. $590.00 
per month for a 12 month lease. 
309 High St. #3&5: Two bedroom furnished apartments with patios. 
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER. $525.00 
per month plus electric for a 12 month lease. 
210 N. Main 
332 S. Main St. 
352-5620 wwwnewloverealty.com! 
I 
Tuesday Wednsday Thursday    Friday   Saturday P^ao^e°°cs 
21 
Sub Pop 
Recording 
Artist 
MUREEk 
Cnre 
DKV1UI 
22 
The 
Shantee 
from Columbus 
OH 
* 
29 
Gabrial 
-Mireles 
and 
TBA 
23 
The Big 
Creak 
w/ Similar 
Nature 
30 
From Richmond 
Virgma. 
Misguided, 
Kelly 18 & 
Please 
K7(( Me 
24 
GOLD 
TOOTH 
DISPLAY 
(rom Lexington 
Kentucky 
31 
•E-vofotto 
w/ Kitchen 
Knife 
Conspiracy 
25 
w/Lucid 
Evolution 
April •J 
ALL HAIL 
ME 
v. 8oUd 
«Vog 
1208 
483 
S"C._. 
POOL • VIEDO GAMES • PING PONG • PINBALL 
Carryout Beer 'til 2:30 am 
New Restrooms! 
Clip N Save 
jAWShowesJj 
l'8and0veA »502 
NEWIPVE 
332 S. Main St        Rentals 352-5620 
E. Merry St. #C:Om» bedroom unfurnished upper duplex 
Free water and sewer. $285.00/per month 
plus utilities for a 12 month lease 
& 485 S. Church St.: Two bedroom unfurnished side by side 
duplex $645.00/per month plus utilities lor 
a 12 month lease. 
E. Merry St.:Two bedroom unfunished house. Located in a quiet 
neighborhood. 5550.00/per month plus utilities for a 
12 month lease. 
N. Prospect #A:Two bedroom unfurnished lower duplex Located 
in a quiet neighborhood. $575.00/per month plus 
utilities lor a 12 month lease , 
N. Prospect #C:Unfurnished upper efficiency. Located in a quiet 
neighborhood. $315.00/per month plus utilities 
for a 12 month lease vow 
www.newlovcrealty.com 
» 
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www.bgnews.com/sporls 
OE^I§^ 
All Time* EST 
EAST REGIONAL 
I in.( Round 
Friday, March 17 
At HSBC Arena 
Buffalo, NY 
Scton Hail 72. Oregon 71, OT 
Temple 73, Lafayette 47 
Oklahoma State 86, Hofstra 66 
Pepperdine 77. Indiana 99 
At LaMTtnce Joel Veterans Memorial Coliseum 
Winslon-Salem, N.C. 
Illinois 68, Pennsylvania 58 
Florida 69, Butler 68, OT 
Kansas 81, DePaul 77, OT 
Duke 82. Larrw 55 
Second Round 
Sunday, March 19 
At HSBC Arena 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Oklahoma State 75, l'»-ppcrJlne °7 
Srton Hall 67, Temple 65, OT 
At Lawrence Joel Veterans Memorial Coliseum 
Wmston-Salem, NC. 
Florida 9.1, Illinois 76 
Duke 69, Kansas 64 
At The Carrier Dome 
Syracuse, N Y. 
Regional Semi-finals 
Friday, March 24 
Duke(29-4) vs Florida (26-7), 738 p m 
Seton Hall (22-9) vs Oklahoma Slate (26-6), 9 5S p m 
Regional Championship 
Sunday, March 26 
Semifinal winners, 5pm 
SOUTH REGIONAL 
fint Round 
Friday, March 17 
At Nashville Arena 
Nashville, Tenn. 
tin.-inn.iti 64. North Carolina-Wilmington 47 
Tulsa89,UNLV62 
Ohio Stale 87. Appalachian State 61 
Miami 75, Arkansas 71 
At Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Tennessee 63, Louisiana-La/ayelte 58 
Connecticut 75, Utah State 67 
North Carolina 84, Mivoun 70 
Stanford 84, South Carolina Slate 65 
Second Round 
Sunday, March 19 
At Nashville Arena 
Nashville, Tenn 
Tulsa 69, Cincinnati 6l 
Miami 75, Ohio State 62 
At Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center 
Birmingham, Ala. 
North Carolina 60, Stanford 53 
[fcmWMM 65, Connecticut 51 
At Frank Erwin Center 
Austin, Texas 
Regional Semi-finals 
Friday, March 24 
MM I 114) w Miami (73-10). 7 55 p.m. 
North Carolina (20-13) W Tennessee (26-6), 10 IS p r 
Regional Championship 
Sunday, March 26 
Semifinal winners, 2 40 p.m. 
MIDWEST REGIONAL 
First Round 
Thursday, March 16 
At Goodman Arena 
Cleveland 
Kentucky 85, St Bonaventure 80, 20T 
Syracuse 79, SamJord 65 
Michigan State 65, Valparaiso 38 
Utah ■!«. Saint Louis 45 
At The Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome 
Minneapolis 
Auburn 72. Creighton b9 
Iowa State 88, Central Connecticut State 78 
Maryland 74, lona 59 
UCLA 65. BiB State 57 
Second Round 
Saturday, March 18 
At Goodman Arena 
Cleveland 
Syracuse 52, Kentucky 50 
Michigan State 73. Utah 61 
At The Hubert II   Humphrey Metrodome 
Minneapolis 
Iowa St.iie 79, Auburn 60 
UCLA 105, Maryland 70 
At The Palace of Auburn Hills 
Auburn Hills, Mich 
Regional Semi-finals 
Thursday, March 23 
Michigan State (28-7) vs Syracuse (26-5), 7 38 p m 
Iowa State (314) v* UCLA (21-11). 9 55 pm.  
Regional Championship 
Saturday, March 25 
Scmil in.il winners, 7pm 
WESTREGIONA1 
First Round 
Thursday, March 16 
At The Jon M. Huntsman Center 
Sail Lake City 
Texas 77, Indiana Slate 61 
LSU 64. Southern Mbtoari Stale <>i 
Arizona 71, Jackson SUM 47 
Wisconsin 66. Fresno St.u-    I 
At McKale Center 
Tucson, Ariz. 
Oklahoma 74. Winlhrup 50 
Purdue 62. Dayton 61 
GOftUgl 77, Loutsvulete 
St John's id. Northern Arizona 56 
Second Round 
Saturday, March 18 
At The Jon M   Huntsman Center 
Salt Lake City 
LSU 72, Texas 67 
Wisconsin w>, Arizona M 
At McKale Center 
Tucson, Ariz. 
Purdue 66, Oklahoma 63 
Gon/aga 82, St John'-. 7«. 
At The Pit 
Albuquerque, N.M. 
Regional Semi-finals 
Thursday, March 23 
Gonzaga (26-8) vs Purdue (23«). 7:55 pm 
WUconaen (20-13) vi LSU (28-5), 10 15 pm 
Regional Championship 
Saturday, March 25 
Semifinal winners. 4 40 p m 
THE FINAL FOUR 
At The RCA Dome 
Indianapolis 
National Semi-finjls 
Saturday, April I 
Midwest champion v% Weal champion 
East champion vs South champion 
Game times 5 42pm and K)minutesafta fbttgame 
National Championship 
Monday, April 3 
Semifinal winners. 9:18 p m 
-*tendiog5-r: (j ad 
Vui.tii.il H.i.k.lli II Association 
EASTERN CONfHDM I 
Ul.llllu     ltui.l.,1, 
w 1. Pet OB 
Miami 42 23 646 — 
New York 40 25 615 2 
I1IIIJJCI|>IMI 17 28 569 5 
Orlando >l 36 461 12 
BOHM lo- 16 455 I] 1/2 
New Jersey in 37 411 14
                                1 
Washington 22 45 328 21 
Central DivUiun 1 
Indianj 46 21 687 _                           , 
Toronto 19 M 600 6 
Charlotte 35 10 538 10 
Detioil 13 12 508 12 
Milwaukee 11 16 461 IS 1 
Cleveland 25 40 385 20 
Atlanta 24 41 169 21 
Qucatjo 13 52 200 32 
WKSII.KS 1 IIMI KIM 1 
Mldwnl Dliidon 
W L Pel <;B 
Utah 44 21 677 _ 
S.in Antonio 42 24 616 2 in 
Minnesota 11 26 600 5 
Hill.,. !» 18 .424 16 i/: 
Denver 27 19 409 17 1/2 
Houston 24 42 164 20 1/2 
Vancouver IK 49 269 27 
Pacific Division 
i i  \ iifcen 53 12 821 — 
x-Ponland 50 16 758 4 1/2 
Phoenix 42 21 646 12 
Seattle 40 27 597 IS 
unento .18 27 585 16 
Golden Stile 17 49 258 17 1/2 
I A Clippm 14 53 209 41 
Lntn&F^^r;.^ 
DIVISION I 
FIRST TEAM: Tony Stockman. Medina. 6 torn : Senior. 25 4 point', per 
game. Chester Mason. Clcve South. 6-3. Sr. 250. Eyukss Palmer. Tol Libbey. 
6-4. ST.. 21.3. Erik Daniels. Cm Pnnceton. 6-7. Sr. 19 9. Dwayne Bro>les. Can- 
ton McKinley. 6-* Sr. 15 4. Kamil Wilson, Bedford. 6-3. Sr. 24 9: Josh Helm. 
Grove City. 6-6. Sr. 23 2 
SECOND TEAM Oman Wcsiley. E CteW Shaw. 6-8. Sr. 20 4: Keith 
Tnplett, Tol Bowsher. 6-3. Sr. 24 4. Josh Almanson. Bowling Green. 6-9. Sr. 
251. Chns Ouinn. Dublin Coftman. 6 0. Soph . 18 9. Jake Stcucr. Stow. 6-3. Jr, 
24 0. Ted Williams. Beavercreek. 6-2. Sr. 17 7. Nick Radabaugh. Mentor. 6-J. 
Sr. 18 9 
THIRD TEAM JJ Sullinger. Thomas Worthingion. 6-3. Jr. 15 1. Terence 
Dials. Youngs Boardman. 6-8. Jr, 190. Matt Mannchick. Hudson. 6-10, Sr. 
196. Matt Sylvester. Cm Moclkr. 6-7. Jr. 21.5; Richard Hampton. Cloe BtSL 
6-6. Sr. 20 5: Beth Rocthhsbergcr. Findlay. 6-6. Sr. 260. Rick Minard. Mansfield 
Sr.6-4, Sr. 21 7. 
Players of the year: Tony Stockman, Medina; Chester Mason. Clcve. 
South. 
Coaches of the year: Steve De Dent. Milliard Davidson; Leroy Bales, Tol- 
Llbbey. 
Special Mention 
Phil McKmght. Lancaster. Billy Younger. Reynoldsburg. Jeremiah Harding. 
New Philadelphia. Jerren Walker. E Liverpool. Andre Hodge. Zanesville, Rob 
Green. E Liverpool. Enk Welker. New Philadelphia. Chns Farrell. Dover. Brak 
Cobbin. Kent Roosevelt. Mark Raabe. Massillon Jackson. Seth Coblentz. Union- 
town Lake. Alex Carmoru. Troy. Adam Ellis. Spnng. North. Robert line Cm 
Winion Woods, Jusun Pauley. Madison Chriss Haircll. Euclid. Kahsaan Benton. 
Clevc St. Ignatius. Anionn Melton. Bedford. Scott Rerruklus, Lorain Southview 
Ed Farmer. Cleve South: Tavares Clay. Unu Sr; Johnny Conrad. Logan. Erie 
Graves. Chillicothe. Matt Taulbee. Logan. John Fan. Marietta 
Honorable Mention 
Jon Ayala. Cols Westland. Mike Black. Newark. Stefan Dunn. Cols Inde- 
pendence. Jeff Lane. Cols Manon-Franklm: Adam jommer, Pickerington. 
Bnan Laughlin. Dover. Nate Conley. F I jverpool. Brett Green. E. Liverpool: 
Brett West. Zanesville. 
Alvin Jennings. Warren Harding. Casey Croysdale. Youngs Austmtown 
Fitch: Mike Mixon. Brunswick: Ryan Martin. Akron Buchtcl. Chad Hazard. Bar- 
benon. Ken Wohlhctcr. Massillon Perry. Jesse Moore. Massillon Jackson. Josh 
Colla. Youngs   Boardman. 
Malcolm Andrew^ Cm Western Hills. Carl Edwards. Trot wood-Madison: 
Terry Hams. Sidney. Jamie Holden. Beavercreek: Danny Horace. Cin Western 
Hills. Andy Larkin. Cm St   Xasicr. 
Seid Tanovic. Mayfield. Danny Davis. Mayfield. Aaron Nichols. Cleve 
Glenville. Roy Hall. Lyndhursi Brush. Pcier Koch. Clevc Si Ignatius. Jason 
Moore. E Cleve Shaw. Owen Lynch. Strongsville. Jawad Williams. Lakewood 
St Edward. Sean ColTcy. E Cleve Sh.iw. DeAndre CTiandlcr. Cleve E Tech. 
DcAndrc Foster. Cleve E Tech. Johnny Moses. Euclid, 
Marques Fobbs. Tol Libbey: Reggie Jones. Fremont Ross. Herman Davis. 
Mansfield Sr . El DaSheon Nix. Sandusky. Jahn Farm. Sandusky 
National Hockey League 
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
W 
x-New Jersey 
Philadelphi.i 
Illtsburgh 
NY. Rangers 
N V lsl.ir.ders 
41 
38 
30 
29 
21 
Northeast Division 
W 
Toronto 40 
Ottawa 35 
Montreal 31 
Buffalo 29 
Boston 22 
Southeast Division 
W 
39 
37 
30 
17 
13 
Washington 
Florida 
Carolina 
Tampa Bay 
Atlanta 
L 
25 
25 
33 
34 
33 
L 
22 
30 
32 
46 
51 
T 
6 
12 
^"^! Cincinnati left to wonder about 
what might have been with Martin 
T 
7 
II 
8 
10 
17 
T 
II 
5 
10 
8 
6 
Pis 
95 
90 
74 
72 
51 
PU 
90 
83 
73 
71 
67 
Pis 
90 
84 
70 
49 
36 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division 
W L T Pis 
X'St. Louis 45 17 9 99 
i-De-lniil 43 22 8 96 
Chicago 28 36 8 66 
Nashville 26 40 7 66 
Northwest Division 
W L T Pts 
Colorado 34 2S 11 80 
Edmonton 27 30 16 78 
Vancouver 25 33 14 72 
Calgary .29 36 8 71 
Pacific Division 
W L T PIS 
x -Dallas 40 25 S 92 
Los Angeles 34 29 9 81 
Phoenix 35 29 7 79 
San Jose 30 34 9 76 
Anaheim 30 31 12 74 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CINCINNATI — Despite spend 
ing much of the college basketball 
season as the nation's No. I team, it 
was another second-round knockout 
for ihe Cincinnati Bearcats in the 
NCAA tournament. 
So. coach Bob Muggins and his 
players are left to think about what 
might have happened if star center 
Kenyon Martin hadn't ended his 
season by breaking his leg during 
the Conference USA playoffs. 
It was evident that Martin was 
sorely missed Sunday in Cincin- 
nati's season-ending. 69-61 loss to 
Tulsa in Nashville. Tenn 
DerMarr Johnson. Kenny Salter- 
ficld and Steve Logan combined to 
Sb.001 (>-for-29 from the field for the 
Bearcats. Senior forward Pete Mick- 
cal finished with 16 points and II 
rebounds, but shot just 5-of-12 from 
the floor. 
"We have good enough players to 
win even without Kenyon." Muggins 
said. "But Tulsa did a great job 
against us. and they deserve the 
credit " 
It was the fourth consecutive year 
that Cincinnati was eliminated from 
the NCAA tournament in the second 
round. 
Martin's injury on the eve of the 
tournament left the Bearcats pre- 
cious little time to try and overhaul 
their learn to make up for losing a 
player who had led Conference USA 
in scoring, rebounding, blocked 
shots and field goal percentage. 
When Cincinnati's offense 
lagged during the regular season, the 
answer always had been to pass the 
hall inside to Martin for close-range 
scoring that look the heat off the 
Bearcats' perimeter shooters. 
"We tried to put that aside." Mug 
gins said. "We had great practices 
but had to change some things, prob- 
ably more on defense than offense." 
Tulsa's Eric Coley. who likely 
would have been guarded by Martin, 
wound up scoring 16 points and 
adding 16 rebounds for the Golden 
Hurricane against Cincinnati's Jer- 
mame Tale. 
HOCKEY- 
x-clinchcd playoff berth 
Overtime losses count as a loss and a regulation tie 
Tuesday's Games 
Tampa Bay al Boston, 7pm 
Atlanta al Ottawa, 7 p.m. 
Carolina al New Jersey, 7 30 p m 
I'llM-urgh at N.Y Islanders, 7 30 p m. 
riond.i al \ Y Rangers. 7 30 p m. 
Philadelphia al Nashville, 8 p.m 
Chicago al Phoenix, 9 p.m 
Anaheim at Los Angeles, 10 30 p.m. 
Continued from page 9. 
the West Regional. They will face 
either third seed New Hampshire. 
last year's runner up. or sixth seed 
Niagara. 
Niagara will be the first to repre- 
sent the newly formed College 
Hockey America in the NCAA tour- 
nament. With the CHA not having 
| an automatic bid for the tournament. 
Niagara was given a tournament bid 
due to their 9-6-2 record against the 
four major conferences in the 
NCAA including a 3-0 win over 
Boston College. 
With Quinnipiac being in a newly 
formed conference such as the 
MAAC was give a snub even though 
they had a 20-0-1 in conference 
record. The key for Quinnipiac 
though was going winless against 
the four major conferences. 
The biggest snub of the year 
though would have to be Rensselaer. 
Rensselaer finished third in the 
ECAC and defeated Boston Univer- 
sity 3-2 and routed New Hampshire 
6-0. The major factor that hurt 
Rensselaer's chances of making the 
tournament was a non top ten finish 
in the Pairwise Rankings, which is 
the equivalent to the RPI ratings in 
college basketball 
After the second rounds are 
decided, the Frozen Four will head 
10 Providence. R.I.. to compete for 
the National Championship. The 
semi-finals will be shown on ESPN2 
while the Final will be on ESPN. 
TRACK 
$8.50 - $9.00 / hour 
3-5 hours a day 
Applications online at bgnews.com (or call 1 -800-582-3577) 
a^Zc 
S r0@^5^M3(iXi£S tO 
Sigma Kappa' s 
New Members 
L23QLI. c303OO(i) 
ZtjfltoD 39cuio[D 
Want to   be 
Freddie 
MASCOT 
Frieda?       HKV ^ 
. APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! ^ 
A/   Pick up an application today in either 360 ED or 405 SSB  <7 
Continued from page 8. 
won the quad meet by scoring 205 
points. 
Lori Williams won the discus 
(151-7). hammer throw (163-1) and 
the shot put (43-5). 
"Lori had an outstanding day," 
women's head coach Scott Sehmann 
said. "It was kind of an up and down 
day for her. but she kept her head in 
it and made the adjustments that she 
had to make to come out on top." 
A first place in the pole vault by 
Jennifer Eastcrlin and a fifth place in 
the triple jump by Nicole Carter 
rounded out the field events for the 
women. 
Christine   Thompson   was   the 
other victorious Falcon with a time 
of2:l5.82inthe800. 
Even with a temperature in the 
low 50s. coach Sehmann felt that his 
team fared well in the conditions 
since it was the first meet of the out- 
door season. 
"The pole vaulters did pretty 
good again considering we have not 
vaulted outdoors." Sehmann said. 
"We will try and get out and do 
some vaults and get them acclimated 
to the wind and the weather condi- 
tions. The throwers opened up very 
well but as a whole the majority of 
them are not satisfied on where they 
are at right now and will try and get 
better." . 
or 
Public Forum 
The revised Acceptable Use Policy for user's of BGSU 
computers, networks, and all other information technology 
(IT) is available for perusal of all who use any IT at BGS'J. It 
can be found at: 
http://www.bqsu.edu/organizations/itc/draft-aup.html 
A public forum will be held on March 22,2000 at Noon In 
the McFall Assembly Hall to discuss issues related to this 
document. People unable to attend the meeting may send 
responses to: . 
fwood@bgnet.edu 
:o- 
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nee    n Self-service Copies 
Kjffiet f-^rintina 
Color Copies 
Transparencies 
T7 
Resumes 
525 Ridge Street • 354-3278 • fax 352-4281 
Digital Printing from Disk      Business Cards 
UPS Shipping        FAXING 
Full-service Copies 
Accent Color 
Open   8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Friday 
Wednesday, March 21. 2000 The BG News page II 
Campus Events Personals Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted 
NEWS 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
Hit   BG   V"^   -ill   MM   kftOWtBgl)   KCCfM 
advertisements that discriminate. •« encourage 
diwriminanon against any individual Of fTWp 
cm Ac butt of race. sex. color, creed, religion 
national origin, seiiul onenlauon. divatnlity. 
■ veteran, or on the IMM* oi an> irther 
levant p'olecied status. 
I he H< i V* v tevcrves ihc right to dec line, dis- 
continue or revise any advertisement such as 
those found to be defamatory. lacking in factu 
al basis, misleading or false in nature All 
advertisements are sub|ect In editing and 
approval 
DANCE MARATHON! 
Last chance to tour the hospital! Learn 
about the kids! Workshop on Tues, March 
21. 2000 Irom 5:30pm to 6:15pm 
Free shuttle transportation leaves from 
Lot N next to Student Services at 4:30pm. 
Bus will return at 7:30pm 
Light refreshments will be served. 
DANCE MARATHON! 
Oiscover Europe 
Summer study in Nantes, France 
Last mlormation meeting 
Tues March 21 at 9:00pm 
BAA 1000 
6 weeks, 6 crodils 
First ever Senior Week is coming! 
April 24-27 
Beyond BG Apnl 27 
8-10pm Anderson Arena 
Prizes, food 4 fun! 
Get your Beyond BG t-shirt on the 
Education Steps for S13! 
Campus Events 
Freshly Popped Popcorn Daily! 
At the Off-Campus Student Center 
Ground Floor, Moseley Hall 
1lam-4pm 
$.50 donation for the Barbara Y Keller 
Scholarship benefiting commuter & 
off-campus students. 
Come and enjoy an evening of culture- 
Exotic cuisine, fashion and 
entertainment! 
The BGSU World Student Association 
is proud to announce its 
Annual International Dinner 
To be held Sunday, March 26th from 
6 30pm to 9:30pm, in Otscamp Hall 
Tickets on sale Monday. Tuesday, and 
Wednesday. March 20, 21 and 22 
from 10:00am to 2:00pm AND from 
4:00pm to 6:00pm in Moseley Hall at 
The Off-Campus Student Center 
Cost S10 00 per person; 
Children under 8. S5.00 
Lost/Found 
FOUND Ladies watch in Health Center 
Parking Lot Call Carrie to identify, 352- 
2965 
Personals 
ATTENTION .'.'.' 
The Gavel is publishing 
a special 
DANCE MARATHON 
issue on Friday, Feb. 24th. 
Wish your dancers good luck! 
To place an ad, come to 
204 West Hall. 
Deadline is Tues, March 21st at 2:00 
20% of the Proceeds 
Go to Dance Marathon! 
Dear Lil Carly 
May the hotties hover at your feet 
May the test answers pop into your mind 
May the sun tan your face 
May the dollar bills Ml your pockets 
May Pi Phi bnng you true fnends 
But most of all may God hold you 
In the palm of his hand until we 
meet tonight at 9:00, 
Be ready to hunt your big! 
I love you lil! 
FALL 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNI- 
TIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE 
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MAN- 
AGEMENT MAJORS. APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE AND DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 7. IN- 
TERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 10- 
11. 
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS!! AP- 
PLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED 
FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY 
BOARD FOR FALL 2000. PICK UP AN 
APPLICATION IN THE IM OFFICE, 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE, AND RETURN 
BY FRIDAY. APRIL 3. INTERVIEWS 
ARE LIMITED TO 14 APPLICANTS SE- 
LECTED BY SCREENING COMMITTEE 
AND WILL BE HELD APRIL 6-7. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MAR. 21- 
CO-REC 3 PITCH SOFTBALL; MAR. 22- 
MEN'S. WOMEN'S AND CO-REC DOU- 
BLES RACQUETBALL IF HAND-DELIV- 
ERING, DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH. IF 
SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 
12 NOON 
Unlimited Tanning-1 month-$25 
Unlimited till end of finals-$40 
352-7889 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Free Pregnancy Tests  Confidential and 
Caiing 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center. 
Would you like $500? 
We want to give it to you! 
Scholarship 
-Available lo BGSU off-campus or 
commuting under-grad student in good 
academic standing wilh Ihe university. 
Applications are now available at these 
locations: 
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus 
Student Center 
Office of Student Life 
Financial Aid Office 
Applications are due-5:00pm, Friday, 
March 31, 2000 al the center 
Turn applications into Barb or Brent. 
www.thecommentator.com 
Rmle   needed May 2000-May 2001 
$190 mo. & util Own room, dose to cam- 
pus. 353-3465 or 372-6931. Knstma 
Subleaser wanted 
5/10-7/27 call 372-6058 
Located off Napoleon 
Subleasers needed ASAP. New home. 
1457 Scott Hamilton 4 bdrm. Call 373- 
0294 
Help Wanted 
Wanted 
Call your date how! 
1-900-773-1011 (ext 3450) 
$2.99/min. Musi be 18 or older 
Serv-U 619-645-8434 
Female roommate needed lor summer 
and/or (all-spring. Nice, dean apartment, 
close to campus, own bedroom. Please 
call 372-6723. 
•Needed cleaning people 2 weeks starl- 
ing graduation day Plus general labors 
starling now & graduation lor summer. 
Call 353-0325. 
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed 
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA 
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com 
Attention Caffeine Addicts 
Dependable help needed lor espresso 
drive-Ihru in Maumee Flexible daytime 
hours. Liberal starting wage. 
Call 354-6007 
Babysit professor's children (3 yr. old 
twins) in Perrysburg 1-6 Tues and/or Fn 
$7/hr. 372-8111. 
Camp counselors & lifeguards needed for 
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor 
Room, board & salary. 734-878-6628. 
Chtldcare needed in my Perrysburg 
home. 2 children, starting May 1st Tues, 
Wed & Fn mornings until 1pm  Must be 
dependable, caring & own iransp. Pis call 
Gayle 419-874-7781 
College students don't look 
past this opportunity! 
Need an income, but not a job"? 
E-commerce otters you a way to earn 
$100s weekly plus $200 each mth and 
Iree gas. Set your own hours. Be your 
Own boss. 1-888-293-8566, pin 7343. 
Dishwashers needed 
10am - 2pm and 5pm - 10pm 
Liberal starting wage! 
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge 
1628 E. WoosterSt 
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, lull-time, even put in over- 
time hours, around your college and per- 
sonal schedule. Work a minimum ol 15 
hours per week or 40 hours plus over- 
time. Many college students work here. 
Starting pay is $5 30 per hour with an au- 
tomatic $.25 per hour increase lo $5.55 
alter 100 hours ol service with the compa- 
ny. These are unskilled jobs involving as- 
sembling and packaging ol small parts 
Apply m person between the hours ol 
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) al 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, 
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green. 
Ohio, only 2 blocks Irom campus near 
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next to the rail- 
road tracks 
Barry's Bagels now hiring counter help 
3rd shift. Contact Suzie at 354-0011 
»10 AN Hounw 
WERE LOOKING FOR ENTHUSIASTIC 
PEOPLE WHO ENJOY TALKING ON 
THE PHONEI! ■NOfiFlllNfi RFOUIREOH 
"FUN WORK ENVIRONMENT 
•PART TIME MON-FRI 9AM-1PM 
•INDUSTRY LEADER 
TRVGRFEN-CHEMLAWN 
CALL JON AT 874-5004 
Farm seed company needs pt time help 
Must be able lo handle 50 & 60 bags ol 
seed Can work around your schedule 
Call 352-0068 
Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs end 
Student Groups 
Earn $1000$2000 ihis semester with the 
easy CIS fundraiser event. No sales 
required. Fundraiser dates filling quickly, 
so call 1-888-839-3385. 
GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG 
Studenl Publications is now accepting 
applications for sales account executives 
Gam valuable sales experience selling 
phone directory ads lo local businesses 
Positions require 15-20 hours per week 
and run from May through July. Students 
must have excellent communication skills. 
be highly motivated and have own 
transportation Stop by 204 West Hall lor 
an application or call Toby al 372-0430 
lor more info. 
Help wanted/Part lime Students needed 
as therapy assistants lor 6 yr old boy with 
autism. No expenence necessary 419- 
382-3716 
Landscape positions available Mowing 
crew member, landscape installation crew 
member, and garden maintenance crew 
member. Full or part lime. 419-832-0239 
Nillson's a full service landscape compa- 
re  
Lawn maintenance help needed, must 
have driver's license, flexible hours, call 
352-8956. 
LIFEGUARDS WANTED FOR SUMMER 
Portage Quarry, bring certification cards 
Classes for certification begin now 
Apply 6 111S Main St 
Line Cooks Needed 
7am -  1pm and 5pm - 10pm 
Liberal starting wage1 
Apply al Kaufman's at the Lodge 
1628 E. WoosterSt 
Mike's Party Marl, a popular BG family- 
owned business, has an opening lor a pi 
sales clerk,12-24 hr/wk. Enjoy working in 
a (un, relaxed setting. Must live in Ihe BG 
area throughout the summer & be hon- 
es!, Iriendly, neat, dependable & 
avail.wknds. Apply T-F @ 834 S. Mam in 
the "Big Lots Plaza' 352-9259. 
Misc. worker needed Start ASAP. 20-30 
hrs/wk, flex, hrs., must also be able to 
work summer. Job incl painting, shovel- 
ing, mowing. Irash pickup, etc Apply at 
Buckeye Inn 8-4 M-F. Ask lor Tim. 352- 
1520. 
Now hmng for summer day delivery 
personnel & day/evening prep 
Apply DiBenedetlo's 
1432 E Wooster 2-5pm 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN' SAVE 
MONEY" Top sports camp-Maine Coun- 
selors to coach all sports: tennis, base- 
ball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, water- 
front, ropes, BMX, mountain bike. golf, 
water-ski 888-844-8080 or apply 
www campcedar.com 
PROGRESSIVE landscape/lawn mamte- 
nance company seeks dependable, re- 
sponsible individuals, for full/part time JB 
Lawn & Landscape, Inc., South Toledo 1- 
419-381 1892 
Spring Landscape Workers 
352-2095 
Staying m BG this summer? Looking lor 
part-time work that wont oonflicl with 
classes0 Become a SOFTBALL UM- 
PIRE The BG Umpires Association is 
looking lor men and women lo umpire in 
the city recreation leagues Umpires are 
needed lor either slow-pitch or fast-pitch 
games Earn $14-35 per game If interest- 
ed, contact Jim at 352-4159 or at Ireeg- 
er&wcnet org 
Summer Counselors 
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Experi- 
ence. N.Y.S. Co-ed Resident Camp 2 
hours NYC. Athletics, Baseball, Basket- 
ball, Tennis. Roller Hockey, Swimming. 
Waterskimg, Boat River. Woodworking, 
Photography, Ceramics, Ropes/Wall. 
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road, 
Ardsley, NY. 10502 Fax (914) 693-7678. 
1-800-58-Camp2, E-mail 
Kennybrook@AOL com 
SUMMER JOBS 
Female and male counselors needed 
for top children's camp in Maine. 
Top salary, room/board/laundry, clothing 
& travel allowance provided Must love 
children and have skill m one or more of 
the following activities: archery, arts & 
crafts (ceramics, stained glass, jewelry), 
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance 
(tap, pomte 4 jazz), field hockey, golf. 
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spot- 
ters), horseback nding'Enghsh hunt seat, 
lacrosse, digital photography, videogra- 
pher, piano accomptanisl. 
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge 
course. 25 stations), sailing, soccer, soft- 
ball, tenms. theatre, theatre technicians 
(set design, costumer), track & field, vol- 
leyball, waterskiing (slalom, tnck, bare- 
loot, jumping), W.S.IVSwim instructors, 
windsurfing Also opportunities for nurses, 
HTML/web design and secretaries 
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS! 
COME SEE US! 
www.campvegaxom 
E-mail: jobs@campvega.com 
Call 1-800-638- VEGA 
We will be on your campus Tuesday. 
March 28, 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104 
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION 
FROM 10AM-4PM. 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY. 
UAO       UAO       UAO       UAO       UAO UAO 
WANTED! 
UAO is searching for directors for 2000-2001 
Accepting Applications for: 
•Daytime Programs •Special Events 
•Concert •Technology 
•Publicity •Excursions 
•Multicultural & Diversity Issues •Sales 
•Nightlife •USG Representative 
Applications are due by 5:00 pm 
Friday, March 24 
Pick up applications at 
210 South Hall 
For more information call 372-2486 
UAO      UAO      UAO      UAO      UAO      UAO 
»..^.a,jc-» i.-..j _ I ■• 
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Help Wanted For Sale For Rent For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Fraternities ' Sororities 
Clubs ' Student Groups 
Student organizations earn SI .00-S2.000 
with the easy campustundraiser.com 
three hour fundraising event No sales 
required. Fundraising dates are filling 
quickly, so call today1 Contact 
campustundraiser com, (888| 923-3238 
or visit www campustundraisar ennj 
Summer Work for Students 
Men willing to learn and work on wood 
floors including gym floors Starting when 
school is out for the summer until the end 
of August. Work consists of operating 
equipment, including floor buffers and 
floor sanding machines. Also measuring, 
laying out and painting game lines and an 
work. And applying gym floor finishes We 
will thoroughly train you in all phases of 
the work. Job pays S8 00 per hour. You 
can expect between 40-50 hours per 
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be 
punctual and reliable and willing to accept 
responsibility Please contact Bob Koch 
419-385-5814 or fax resume to 
419-385-6483. 
Too many customers-not enough dancers 
No exp necessary, will train. FT/PT 
419-476-6640 
HONDAS FROM $294no Police 
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo at 19.9%. For 
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558 
For Rent 
For Sale 
1981 GMC Van. 92,000 mi. Runs good 
S750 obo Call Paul at 353-0377  
3 10' Rockford Fosgate Punches in an 
enclosed box 600 watt California Menace 
AMP 4 gage power wire. RCA cables and 
speaker wire. All brand new, only one ve- 
hicle. 6 months old $400.00 Call Chad 
354-0241 
3 mmi-Schnauzer puppies. AKC. $350. 
353-2341. 
93 Ford Tempo. Runs great 115K, 1,800 
obo 419-353-8085. 
'97 Ford Ranger, 29K miles, 5 speed, CD. 
AC. S8200ot>o  Kevin 354-3087 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Exc. condition, 65,000 mi 5 speed, pwr 
windows S locks, air, cruise, new tires. 
AM/FM CD Player $8,000 obo Contact 
Julia days at 372-8458 or 
evenings at 833-1175 
"""Apts. Large I Small Houses 
•II close to campus Still Available. 
HOUSBS 91B 3rd St. 6 bdrm incl. util 
211 E. Reed St., up new carpet, for 5-6 
Duplexes, all 1 or 2 bdrm. starts $300 
307 1/2 E. Reed St.. 3 bdrm for three 
W/D in unit, garage, starts m May '00 
Apts. available 9, 12 or 15 pymt lease 
316 « 311 E Merry, 1 or 2 bdrm apts 
As low as $425/mo.. furnished, A/C 
Sem leases avail/rooms $205/mo-util met 
353-0325 9am- 9p.m. 
""Large. 6 BR. 2 fir house, dose to cam- 
pus, incl. all utilities. 2 full baths furnish- 
ed, new ktch fir, carpet, parking lot, roof 
and will be painted in full by start of new 
lease. Interested call 353-0325. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
Beginning ol May of 2000 
352-7454 
1 bdr. apt. across from campus Avail 
May. for one year lease $350/month + 
utilities. Call (419) 893-1277, evenings. 
1,2.3 Bedroom Apts 
From only 
$425 
Private Entrance 
Patio 
Spacious Kitchen 
Small Pels Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apts. 
353-7715 
12 month leases starting May 19. 2000 
230 N. Enterprise »C-1 Br-1 person- 
$345 ♦ ulil. 
266Manville-1 Br-1 person- 
$360 . util 
322 E Court-1 Br-1 person- 
$390 incl. all util 
420 S Summit-2 Br-2 person- 
S420 • util 
453 S Prospect «C-1 Br-1 person- 
$370 • Gas/elec. 
605 Fifth «C-2 Br-2 person- 
S390 . util. 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666 
1 subieaser needed May-Aug 00. Helluva 
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 353- 
4933. 
3-4 subleasers needed ASAP. 2 bed- 
room, 1 bath, furnished apt. Call Melissa 
or Jean 354-4392 
Apartments 352-3445 
2 bdrm furn. 704 Fifth St. 
1 bdrm. (grad students) 601 Third 
2 bdrm. unfum <yr lease) 710 7th 
HOUSE FQRRENJ 
955 N. Main, 3-BDRM Home. 
Avail. 5/1/00. very clean, A/C. 
$750/mo., 353-7547. 
Looking for a place to live? 
www.housing101.net... 
Your move off campus! 
Nice 2 bdrm apt. near downtown Avail, 
immed. thru August All util included ex- 
cept gas 353-5800. 
Subieaser needed for summer. 1 block 
from campus Call 353-0628 ask for Ryan 
lor details. 
Summer subleasers needed at 120 N. 
Prospect »4 w/2 BDR. very spacious. 
nex1toBW3   352-9523. 
Village Green Apts 
2 bedroom Apts. 
Available for August. 
Call 354-3533. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
1800 3rd ST gdhov«wcnet org 354-9740 
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing 
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/free heal 
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat 
W/D facil AC, Parking/walk-in closet, 
funv/unfum. renovated, quiet, no pets. 
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, ten- 
ants pay utilities, security deposit & pa- 
rental guarantees. 
233 West Merry -4» unrelated people. 4 
BR. $740, avail Aug 23 
316 Ridge(Fronl)-2 BR. $600 - 
avail May 23 
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854 
after 5:00pm 
TH-E. Az-rzc: 
Umaue flenCAH Cuzune 
120Z.RIBEYE 
WITH THE i 
WORKS 
10% OFF 
HAPPY HOUR 
3PM-7PM 
All discounts with student ID. 
■i>OW(VTOWW- 
CORNER OF WOOSTER & MAIN 
353-2505 
Unison Behavioral Health Group, Inc., a provider ot counseling services for children and 
adults, and community based support services tor adults with serious mental illness, is 
seeking candidates for the following positions: 
CASE MANAGER:  This position provides community support services to adults with 
serious mental illness. Responsibilities include providing assistance with the social, 
vocational, economic, and environmental needs of assigned clients and assisting in their 
ability to live independently in the community. A valid driver's license and acceptable 
driving record is required.  Ohio Counselor or Social Worker license is preferred. 
Applicants with four year to two year degrees in fields related to Social Work or Mental 
Health will be considered. 
DIRECT CARE WORKERS:   This position provides support and assistance with daily 
living skills to adults with serious mental illness who reside in a group residential facility. 
No license is required. This is an ideal position for students who wish to gain work 
experience in the field while completing their studies.  Part-time and /or contingency shifts, 
primarily on weekends and holidays, are available. 
Unison provides an excellent working environment with a competitive wage and benefit 
package including flexible scheduling to qualified applicants.   Please send or fax a resume 
and cover letter indicating which position you wish to be considered for. 
U uuson Behavioral Health Group Human Resources Department P.O. Box 10015 Toledo, OH 43699-0015 Fax: (419)693-0768 
Telephone: (419) 693-0631 
See what's new 
in the news!! #* 
Romantically 
Challenged? 
Creative Dating 
V4/*' 
The Cure for the 
Common Relationship! 
Creative Dating is a fun, fast-paced program 
which is the cure for the romantically chal- 
lenged and dating deprived. You will gain 
confidence in your relationships and walk 
away with information like: 
• Why we date people who are wrong for us 
• The 15 Basic Principles of Relationships 
• Exciting & Inexpensive Creative Dating Ideas 
• How to tell if someone is truly interested in you 
• The 5 Stages of a relationship 
• Who controls relationships 
• Why men don't call back 
• The 5 characteristics of a healthy relationship 
• Why women go to the bathroom in packs 
• and more... 
7:00 pm March 23 
Mac Countryside Lounge 
Brought to you by 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
10 i   Washington Street BowMt 
354-6036 
Scrums Students/Graduate Students 
Avail. Now& Fall 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
j>W ■■<-._   2 bedroom Apts. 
f <:V | S475/mo. 
->lW>      r      12 mo. lease 
NEWLY REMODELED 
9 1/2 month lease available 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
803  815 8th St /Avail Now & Fall 
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER! 
S550/mo., 12 mo. lease 
The Highlands 
??0 Napoleon Rd. 
Onebedroor1. "jindry la<   I 
in bldg. a/c. quiet 
From $395/mo. 
The Homestead- 
Graduate Housing 
One and two bedroom A/C. 
on-sile loundry. ceramic tile. 
soundproof construction, skylights 
dishwashers, vaulted ce*ngs 
From $450/mo 
Call 354-6036 
From 9 - 5 
Take a virtual tour at: 
www.wcnel.org/-Highland 
Management Inc. 
SHI.I. HAVE SOME OPKNINGS 
^vtE^CA 
Management Inc. 
Hilbdale Apts. 1082 Fairview. 
1 bdrm.   Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal/ Air Conditioner 
Start at $380. 
Call 383-5800 
Management Inc. 
Kvergrecn Apis. 215 E. Poe. 
Studios, Large I bdrm. laundry 
on site. Starts at $250 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Heinz Site 726 N. E 'terprise 
1 bdrm BRAND NEW/ 
Starts al $400 Call 353-5800 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Willow House 830 Fourth St., 
I bdrm. Remodeled/Air 
Conditioned Starts at $400 
/CJEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Parkview Apt 1048 N. Main 
I & 2 bdrm 
Starts al $365 
Call 353-5800 
Slop b> ..ui office « 1045 N. Main SI 
tor complclc liMinp or Call .15.1-5800. 
w »». Mcnrl.org/~niecca 
i 
